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“The wheels of history roll on; the tides of the times 
are vast and mighty. History looks kindly on those 
with resolve, with drive and ambition, and with 
plenty of guts; it won’t wait for the hesitant, the 
apathetic, or those shy of a challenge.” 1

(Xi Jinping)

I. Setting the Scene: 
Historical and 

Methodological 
Prolegomena

 The Balkans have always been a crowded place. Ethnically, 
religiously and (geo)politically. A small space with overlapping 
and – sometimes – conflicting global allegiances, devoured 
by local rivalries. A conglomerate of polities with perpetually 
shifting boundaries. Diverse, but volatile. Well positioned for 
commerce, but impoverished. For every contending hegemon 
that set foot in the area, the Balkans have proved a constant 
challenge, being difficult to contain, control and align them to 
a specific model of governance or a single set of strategic goals.

 And after the demise of the Cold War, they became even 
more crowded. The fall of the Iron Curtain, the end of the 
Warsaw Pact and the dissolution of Yugoslavia marked a 
renewed era competition between great (and medium-size) 
actors for the hearts, minds and pockets of the Balkan space. 

1 This article represents the views of the author and does not necessarily represent the views of New Strategy Center. 
 Xi Jinping, ‘Secure a Decisive Victory in Building a Moderately Prosperous Society in All Respects and Strive for the Great Success of Socialism with 
Chinese Characteristics for a New Era’, Delivered at the 19th National Congress of the Communist Party of China, 18 October 2017, available online at 
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/download/Xi_Jinping’s_report_at_19th_CPC_National_Congress.pdf (consulted on 03.01.2018).
2   For more details upon the stratification of present actors in the Balkan region, see the New Strategy Center/IRMO joint report by Cosmin Ioniță 
(coord.), Sergiu Celac, Horia Ciurtin, Sandro Knezović, Miruna Troncotă,  ‘Strategic Challenges in South East Europe and the Black Sea Area’, New 
Strategy Center – IRMO, Policy Paper, February 2017, p. 9 et seq., available online at http://newstrategycenter.ro/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/2017-
February-Strategic-challenges-in-South-East-Europe-and-the-Black-Sea-area-NSC-and-IRMO.pdf (consulted on 04.01.2018).

A variety of power-deployment methods were used, in all 

possible combinations and for all conceivable purposes, often 

re-creating global animosities at a regional level. 

 Thus, while the war in Kosovo symbolized the end of 

violent conflict, its aftermath only emboldened an increased 

geopolitical strife for influence and for developing new 

networks of hard- and soft-power allegiances. The Balkan 

states’ previous choice among a limited number of regional 

hegemons had now been unbound by globalization and the 

fluidity of a world characterized by (fairly) unrestricted free 

trade. What once was a mere territorial confrontation between 

great powers, it now appeared as a holistic competition for not 

simply establishing military relations (and bases), but mostly 

commercial outposts, energy routes, outward investment hubs 

and large infrastructural projects for the transit of goods.

 In this sense, traditional power-brokers such as Turkey and 

Russia were joined by newcomers such as the European Union 

and  the United  States  of America  or more  ‘exotic’  presences 

such as the Gulf States and China.2 While the first group 

struggled to maintain a rather ‘residual’ footprint in the area, 

the Euro-Atlantic bloc quickly engaged the entire region in the 

‘90s by (a) military intervention (in Bosnia-Herzegovina and 

Kosovo), (b) offering accession paths (to NATO and to the EU) 

and (c) becoming the most prominent trading partner for all 

the Balkan states. 

 On the other hand, the Gulf States and China had initially 

much less to offer. Neither traditional ties, nor military-political 

sticks-and-carrots. They either reached ideological soft spots or 

simply lucrative business for the capital-depleted economies of 

the Balkans. However, while the Gulf States’ presence remains 

modest and relatively marginal (mostly limited to Muslim 
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polities)3, China’s engagement with the Balkans has gradually 
and consistently expanded. By now it has managed to surpass 
all traditional players, as well as the United States in terms of 
perceived impact and importance, leaving only the European 
Union  to  compete  –  or  cooperate  –  with  in  this  troubled 
borderland of Europe.

 What can explain China’s (once) improbable rise in the 
Balkans? Neither historical, nor religious affinities. Neither 
spatial proximity, nor adherence to a ‘community of values’. 
Is it a pragmatic partnership or a deeply-managed geopolitical 
design? At a first glance, it would seem that China’s presence 
is determined by mere economic drivers, tapping new markets 
and opening alternative transit corridors along its Belt-and-
Road Initiative. But additional factors must also be taken into 
consideration when analyzing such a powerful actor, with 
a limited track-record in dealing with (lesser) mercantile 
partners.

 Conceptualizing China’s advance in the region is no easy 
task, given the ambiguous nature of its geoeconomic stance 
– often blurred by rhetoric – and the less-than-transparent 
nature of its Balkan counterparts. Clear (and honest) strategic 
positions are lacking, while sets of data relating to trade and 
FDI are often inconsistent. Nonetheless, specific patterns 
can be discerned throughout the entire region, by applying 
a multi-layered methodology which makes proper use of 
China’s present global practice, independent (third-party) 
economic information to complement that offered by national 
institutions and a political understanding of the existing 
dynamics between Balkan states and their other large partners 
such as the European Union or Russia.

 Therefore, the present Policy Brief shall take a two-step 
approach in order to ‘distill’ the available knowledge on the topic: 

Ø	 First, the larger picture of Chinese mercantile influence 
abroad shall be analyzed, especially in asymmetric 
situations (between PRC and smaller, capital-deficient, 
unconsolidated markets), searching for indications 
on how the (economic) power build-up manifests 
itself and whether it is followed or not by strategic 
implications. We will not only analyze the increase of 
China’s international assertiveness from a genealogical 
perspective (see Chapter II), but also from an operational 
one, showing what mechanisms it presently deploys to 
consolidate its global economic leverage (see Chapter 

3   For more details, see Mieczysław P. Boduszyński, ‘The Gulf and the Balkans: Islam, Investment, and Influence’, Gulf State Analytics Monthly Monitor 
(January 2015), pp. 5-8.

III). As practical illustrations of this trend, we will refer 
to developments from Central Asia and Latin America, 
considering that only by setting China’s economic 
expansion in a larger context, can we finally understand 
what awaits the Balkans.

Ø	 Second, Balkan-related trade and FDI indicators 
shall be analyzed on a regional level, as well as on 
specific state-by-state basis. Beside this abstract, 
macroeconomic perspective, it shall also be shown how 
China actually began to manifest in Balkan economies 
(what business vectors it has already acquired, what 
projects it is taking part in and what industries it has 
earmarked for further investment) (see Chapter IV). 
In addition, the report shall engage in conceptually 
mapping the normative and institutional frameworks 
provided by China in the region (e.g. 16+1, Belt-and-
Road, bilateral agreements) (see Chapter V).

 After completing this double-pronged analysis, the final 
part shall take into account the strategic implications of such 
a pervasive economic footprint, describing the challenges that 
arise  for  the  European  Union’s  enlargement  policy,  as  well 
as for the Euro-Atlantic security infrastructure of the region 
(see Chapter VI). A couple of recommendations are offered, 
grasping the fact that – in order to benefit from China’s 
presence in the region – one must understand its own rationale 
for being there and the necessity to limit exposure to a kind 
of competition that the EU might not be ready to face on its 
‘internal’ periphery. Neither exclusion, nor unlimited access, but 
a balanced policy of cooperation in an area that needs all the 
capital and infrastructure it may get.
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II. The Merchants’ 
Vanguard: Excursus on 

China’s Outward Stance

 Even more than ever, trade is not simply trade. And FDI 
is  not  simply  investment. While  trade  gradually  conjures  up 
a relation of stable dependency (be it unilateral or bilateral), 
FDI allows for gaining a share – and a stake – in the host-
state’s economy. That might be benign, even beneficial, but 
it is rarely just a mercantile, profit-driven activity. It has deep 
political consequences and security implications. Especially 
when the economic actors involved are state-owned-entities 
(SOEs), working in synergy with governmental organizations 
to accomplish their policy objectives.

 Therefore, a first step in decoding China’s tactical (and 
strategic) approach on the global scene would be to offer 
a working definition of geoeconomics, as being “[t]he use 
of economic instruments to promote and defend national 
interests, and to produce beneficial geopolitical results; and 
the effects of other nations’ economic actions on a country’s 
geopolitical goals”.4 

 Such a perspective allows the understanding of economic 
action – and influence – as aligned with geopolitics and (hard) 
power relations, integrating it into a more comprehensive 
strategic framework. Thus, business is not artificially separated 
from the realm of politics, it is not merely understood as a 
‘neutral’ allocator of resources and capital, but as a mercantile 
function of grand strategy. It is an instrument – among others 
– deployed for attaining political objectives and consolidating 
the position of a certain actor upon the international scene.

 And in this particular sense, China is a very visible global 
vector of geoeconomic influence. In the last decade, it has 
massively deployed FDI mechanisms abroad, it has set-up 
new trade routes, while also building a network of mercantile 

4  Robert D. Blackwill and Jennifer M. Harris, War by Other Means: Geoeconomics and Statecraft (Cambridge, MA: The Belknap Press, 2016), 20 – our 
emphasis in the original text.
5   In 1989, Deng Xiaoping reformulated his principles for conducting international affairs on behalf of a rising China, arguing that “First, we should 
observe the situation coolly. Second, we should hold our ground. Third, we should act calmly. Don’t be impatient; it is no good to be impatient. We 
should be calm, calm and again calm, and quietly immerse ourselves in practical work to accomplish something – something for China.” – see Deng 
Xiaoping, Selected Works of Deng Xiaoping, Volume III (1982-1992), (Beijing: Foreign Languages Press, 1993), p. 321. It was later followed by his famous 
“24-character strategy”: “observe calmly; secure our position; cope with affairs calmly; hide our capacities and bide our time; be good at maintaining a 
low profile; and never claim leadership”.
6  For analyzing China’s presence in Central Asia, see our previous report – Horia Ciurtin, ‘Along the Silk Road: Russia, Turkey and the New (Chinese) 
Hegemon’, DAVA | Strategic Analysis, Analytic Brief no. 1 (August 2017), available online at https://davastrat.files.wordpress.com/2017/08/dava-analyt-
ic-brief-no-1-2017.pdf (consulted on 15.01.2018).
7  For more details upon the initial phase of the Chinese build-up in Latin America, see François Lafargue, ‘China’s Presence in Latin America: 
Strategies, Aims and Limits’, China Perspectives, No. 68 (2006), 2-11, available online at http://journals.openedition.org/chinaperspectives/pdf/3053 
(consulted on 15.01.2017).

hubs in strategic positions across the world. This is what left 
analysts wondering about the underlying (geo)political drivers. 
Separating facts from propaganda is a particularly difficult task 
in the realm of international affairs and it appears even more so 
in the case of an actor that cherishes rhetorical ambiguity and 
insists on ‘acting calmly’5, on developing a long-term position 
that is not discernible on a micro-historical scale.

A. First (Economic) Steps Abroad: Keeping a 
Low Profile

 In this context, while the initial moves into proximal 
spaces were rather modest in terms of scope and depth – such 
as entering Central Asia during the 1990s6 – China gradually 
expanded in numerous developing countries across the 
Eurasian landmass and on the rims of the oceans. From South-
East Asia to Sub-Saharan Africa, from Latin America to the 
Mediterranean basin or the Balkans, Chinese trade links are 
now a constant feature of the commercial landscape. 

 However, the beginnings of such an economic charm-
offensive were regulated by the principle of ‘maintaining a low 
profile’ on the global scene, as prescribed by Deng Xiaoping 
(and Jiang Zemin). China’s first steps were deliberately non-
intrusive, seeking to provoke neither consolidated, nor 
declining hegemons in their respective areas of influence. This 
can be observed in the cautious manner in which the former 
Soviet states of Central Asia were initially approached, in order 
to appease a faltering Russia’s sensibilities. Similarly, South 
American states were only marginally tackled, not to arouse 
any suspicion of interference with the United States’ privileged 
position in the Western hemisphere7, leaving the symbolic 
remnants of the Monroe doctrine unchallenged.  

 Thus, the 1990s and early 2000s were largely characterized 
by the development of high-level governmental relations and 
low-level commercial interactions. It was a period of both 
diplomatic and economic effort, laying the fundaments of a 
distinct cooperation pattern where taking sides was no longer 
necessary and ideology played no role in inter-state affairs. 
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China portrayed itself as a benevolent actor that does not 
engage in power-politics or hegemonic designs, interested 
only in a win-win business relation with countries of the Third 
World, emphatically building up on Deng Xiaoping’s idea that 

“China’s foreign policy can be summed up in two 
sentences. First, to safeguard world peace we oppose 
hegemony. Second, China will always belong to the 
Third World. It belongs to the Third World today, 
and it will do so even when it becomes prosperous 
and powerful, because it shares a common destiny 
with all Third World countries. China will never seek 
hegemony or bully others, but will always side with 
the Third World”.8

 Following this tactical – and conceptual – blueprint, the 
initial Chinese presence all across the developing world came 
to be perceived as a friendly protector that is interested only 
in concluding some low-level commercial partnerships, 
benefitting both parties involved. It was a period of limited 
trade, almost no FDI or infrastructural projects, but of opening 
up the global audience to the possibility of an increased Chinese 
influence on the world scene. There were no provocations, no 
(economic or political) displacements, no ruptures in global 
supply chains. All appeared to go the established path, while 
China was acting ‘calmly’. 

B. China’s Implacable Ascent: The Post-
Crisis Economic Order

 Nonetheless, an alteration of the Chinese mode in 
conducting international affairs did emerge. First in day-to-
day practice, afterwards in conceptualizing PRC’s role on the 
global agora. Sometime during Hu Jintao’s leadership – as 
scholars still debate the exact moment – China’s economic rise 
throughout Eurasia, Africa and Latin America was decisively 
linked to a more ‘assertive’ foreign policy.9 Emerging almost 
untouched from the 2008 economic meltdown that strongly 
affected the Euro-Atlantic world, China found itself a new 
place in the middle of the entire geoeconomic chessboard. It 
was no longer the time for ‘lying low’.10

8  See Deng Xiaoping’s 1984 discussion with the President Joao Baptista de Oliveira Figueiredo of Brazil, entitled ‘We Must Safeguard World Peace 
and Ensure Domestic Development’ in Deng Xiaoping, Selected Works of Deng Xiaoping, Volume III (1982-1992), (Beijing: Foreign Languages Press, 
1993), p. 66.
9  For more details about such assertiveness in foreign policy, as well as regarding the increasing role of Chinese nationalism in this equation, see 
Suisheng Zhao, ‘Foreign Policy Implications of Chinese Nationalism Revisited: The Strident Turn’, Journal of Contemporary China, Vol. 22, Issue. 82 
(2013).
10  For discussions upon the doctrine of ‘lying low’ – taoguang yanghui – and its alleged demise, see Dingding Chen and Jianwei Wang, ‘Lying Low No 
More? China’s New Thinking on the Tao Guang Yang Hui Strategy’, China: An International Journal 9, 2 (September 2011), pp. 195-216.
11   See OECD, ‘Benchmark definition, 4th edition (BMD4): Foreign direct investment: financial flows, main aggregates’, available online at https://
data.oecd.org/fdi/fdi-flows.htm#indicator-chart (consulted on 16.01.2018)
12   An excellent account of these evolutions in the US-China relation (generated by a forefront position in the economic system) is offered by Timothy 

 Extensive governmental tours were made in partner 
countries, trading relations transformed and entire regions 
re-shaped in its own economic image. The post-crisis world 
was slowly transforming into China’s great ‘outward’ act, as 
European and North American economies initially recouped 
their resources in order to consolidate at home. That left only 
one major actor with sufficient capital to lavishly spend abroad. 

 In this sense, in 2008, China’s outward FDI flows surged, 
nearly tripling the previous years’ values (from $17 billion in 
2007 to $56 billion in 2008)11, while it was preparing for the first 
BRIC Summit (2009) in Yekaterinburg. This was one of the 
first initiatives meant to reconfigure the economic world order 
not only in terms of rising actors, but also in terms of involved 
structures, formalizing clusters of emergent powerhouses. 
With itself as a dominant figure in every such group, despite 
continuing to rhetorically adhere to an equalitarian framework 
for ‘win-win’ cooperation. 

 China was on the rise and it seemed that no part of the 
world could (or desired to) escape its geoeconomic grasp. And 
such visibility – even centrality – within the global mercantile 
system brought along the need to pursue a more consistent 
policy, integrated and ‘mature’. Selective – and arbitrary – 
bilateralism no longer seemed to fit China’s new position. 
A new approach was required, meant to enhance regional 
patterns and ‘clusters’ of partner states. Moreover, for the first 
time, outward economic thrust was directly linked to national 
security imperatives, allowing Chinese policy-makers to align 
these two aspects in an overarching strategic framework.

  Such developments, however, brought China into a more 
confrontational mode. It truly became inflexible in dealing 
with the overlapping claims in the South China Sea, while its 
relation with the United States was starting to get increasingly 
tense. Not adversarial, but not cooperative either. Its new 
position as ‘leader of growth’ rather heightened the incentives 
for geopolitical competition with the established ‘hegemon’12 
and for replacing other regional players from their limited 
areas of dominance. 
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III. China’s Global 
Consolidation Strategy: 

Money, Ports and Pipelines
 In this context, Russia’s preeminence in Central Asia was 
brought to an end, American exclusivity in Latin America was 
no longer feasible, while Sub-Saharan Africa found itself a 
new type of economic patronage. Trade routes, FDI patterns 
and infrastructural initiatives began to be strongly altered in 
China’s favor. But that was not the end. Extended military 
cooperation and (demonstrative) force projection abroad also 
followed. First came the money, then came the businesses and 
infrastructure developers, while the weapons contracts and 
security partnerships crowned the entire process. 

 Although very different from country to country, China’s 
engagement pattern usually followed a general pattern 
of consolidation. Thus, its outward stance came to be 
characterized by a four-stage strategy which usually began 
with mere commercial interests and advanced much further in 
the direction of acquiring a geoeconomic stake-holding in the 
partner countries: (a) trade, (b) investment, (c) infrastructure 
development and (d) military/security cooperation. These four 
gradual markers shall be analyzed by reference to regions and 
states that have already witnessed the entire process and can 
serve as an apt illustration of the general pattern. 

 

R. Heath, ‘China’s Evolving Approach to Economic Diplomacy, Asia Policy, No. 22 (July 2016), pp. 157-191.
13  Michael Hart, ‘Central Asia’s Oil and Gas Now Flows to the East’, The Diplomat, 18 August 2016, available online at http://thediplomat.com/2016/08/
central-asias-oil-and-gas-now-flows-to-the-east/ (consulted on 25.01.2018).
14  Data and chart generated by using the precise instrument at MIT, The Observatory of Economic Complexity – see Alexander Simoes, Cesar Hidalgo, 
‘The Economic Complexity Observatory: An Analytical Tool for Understanding the Dynamics of Economic Development’, Workshops at the Twen-
ty-Fifth AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence (2011), with updated data until 2015, available online at http://atlas.media.mit.edu/en/ (consulted 
on 15.01.2018).  

A. The Commercial Projection: Trading One’s 
Way In

 It can be observed that the first step is always a mercantile 
one. An increased trading posture on behalf of China which 
penetrates such emergent, developing markets at a higher level 
than it does in other parts of the world. In this manner, it ‘signals’ 
the willingness to enter into a privileged relationship with the 
host country. As seen in Central Asia or South America, China 
does not initially alter the network of allegiances, but merely 
presents itself as an attractive partner among others. One that 
offers good business with no (political) strings attached. 

 Over time – especially after intensive FDI is also deployed – 
China surpasses other actors, becoming one of the most (if not 
the most) important trading partners for the host country. It is a 
gradual takeover of the other actors’ share, as it allows Beijing to 
acquire a distinct status on such a market: the premier destination 
for the partner’s exports. Thus, by purchasing most of that country’s 
production (usually raw materials or semi-finished goods), China 
controls the flow of cash into that particular economy, making it 
sensitive to any policy objective set by Beijing.

 For instance, Central Asian economies rapidly changed 
course (see Figure 1 below, for the case of Turkmenistan), 
letting most of their exports to flow eastwards. Petroleum, gas, 
metals and – of course – cotton found a new market in China.13 
The former USSR space ceased to be the utmost trading area 
for  Turkmenistan,  Uzbekistan  and  even  Kazakhstan.  Their 
natural resources are now mostly destined for China (and for 
European countries), largely leaving Russia and Turkey out of 
this mercantile ‘great game’.

Figure 1 - Exports of Turkmenistan in billion USD (2000-2015)
[Source: The Observatory of Economic Complexity]14
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  And the same can be observed throughout South America. 
Despite being within a traditional sphere of American 
geoeconomic influence, several countries in the region have 
modified their trading pattern in China’s favor. Not only 
ideologically-motivated regimes (such as Venezuela), but also 
liberal-inclined actors such as Chile, Argentina, Peru or Brazil 
let  the United States be  surpassed by China as a  top export-
destination.15 In this sense, although Washington still has the 
upper hand in the region at a general level, there are several 
‘clusters’  of  states  that  are  gradually  sliding  into  Beijing’s 
economic embrace. 

 B. Investment and Infrastructure: Keeping 
the Door Open

 Once a clear trading framework had firmly taken roots, 
another phase of Chinese economic build-up began: FDI 
expansion, closely followed by infrastructural development. 
While commerce (as acquisition of raw materials) unlocks a 
few doors, investment keeps them wide open for a long time. 

15  For a general view on this issue, see the accurate – and timely – memo of Eric Farnsworth, ‘Memo to Washington: China’s Growing Presence in 
Latin America’, Americas Quarterly, Special Issue: China’s Global Rise: Implications for the Americas (Winter 2012), available online at http://www.
americasquarterly.org/node/3194 (consulted on 25.01.2018).
16   OECD, ‘Benchmark definition, 4th edition (BMD4): Foreign direct investment: positions, main aggregates’, available online at https://data.oecd.
org/fdi/fdi-stocks.htm (consulted on 26.01.2018) – the existing OECD data were transformed (for ease of use and illustrative purposes) from million 
USD to billion USD.

In this sense, Chinese state-owned (or state-linked) companies do 

not limit themselves at buying commodities from the partner 

countries, but rather step up in acquiring a shareholding 

interest in the actual industries that perform such a task. 

Oil, gas, mines or ports (that might serve as distribution hubs) 

are seen as primary destinations for Chinese FDI. In that 

manner, the flow of necessary raw materials towards the 

Asian mainland is ensured, while the partner country becomes 

co-interested (and dependent) in maintaining a privileged 

relationship with Beijing. At  a methodological  level, Chinese 

investors do not immediately seek to acquire majority shares, 

but rather to ‘immerse’ themselves into the operations of a 

specific company, understand its functioning mechanisms, 

supply chains and only after that to attain formal control. That 

is why the FDI stocks increased so direly in such a short period 

of time (see Figure 2 below): initial modest participation within 

foreign corporate structures quickly turned to establishing 

ownership over them.

   

Figure 2 - China’s Outward FDI Stocks (2005-2016) in Billion USD 
[Source: OECD database]16
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 When analyzing Chinese FDI throughout the world, it can 
be seen that it follows different patterns than profit-driven 
investors from developed economies. As it was shown, China’s 
capital turns a blind eye on the political regime or economic 
governance of the host country.17 Thus, business risks are 
not taken into consideration in the regular manner, leaving 
only two causal explanations for such a behavior: (a) the 
investment ‘vehicle’ is meant to fulfil a role going way beyond 
mere economic considerations; (b) Chinese investments are 
‘insulated’ from local political tension through high-level 
governmental agreements. 

 At the other end of the deal, the host countries are mostly 
eager to welcome Chinese investments, especially when they 
have a poor track-record in matters of economic governance, 
human rights or political stability. Authoritarian regimes 
are attracted to China’s model of conducing international 
business, as it never interferes with internal affairs or sets 
conditionalities related to democratization and transparency.18 
In addition, faltering economies also receive a much needed 
lifeline from Beijing, given that the IMF refuses to help without 
first fulfilling strict macroeconomic reforms.

 No indicators need to be improved and no ‘progress reports’ 
are to be awaited for Chinese capital to pour in the national 
industries. And this provides little constraint (or incentive) for 
enclosed regimes to open up or for inefficient economies to 
restructure. With Beijing’s money everything can remain as it 
is. Sovereign, but increasingly dependent on a single source of 
investment and cash. Inertial, but afloat.

   And  infrastructure development  is  just  the other  side of 
the FDI coin. For almost a decade now, China’s outward stance 
was accompanied by the launch of huge local (and regional) 
projects abroad: pipelines, roads, railways, ports and – rather 
symbolic – constructions such as stadiums, palaces and luxury 
hotels. Such a frenzy in building transport routes and energy 
connections possessed a threefold motivation: (a) managing 
the excess capacities in steel and concrete production, as well 
as for the large numbers of construction workers; (b) ensuring 
a steady flow of goods toward China and from China to other 
consumers markets; (c) attracting its partners into a more 
durable type of relation, beyond mere trade and investment. 

17  David Dollar, ‘China as a Global Investor’, Brookings Institution, Asia Working Group, Paper 4 (May 2016), p. 6, available online at https://www.
brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/China-as-a-Global-Investor_Asia-Working-Paper-4-2.pdf (consulted on 25.01.2018).
18  See the report prepared by the Congressional Research Service, ‘China’s Foreign Policy and ‘Soft Power’ in South America, Asia, and Africa’, A Study 
prepared for the Committee on Foreign Relations of the US Senate by the Congressional Research Service, Library of Congress (April 2008), p. 9.
19  Tom Miller, China’s Asian Dream: Empire Building Along the New Silk Road (London: Zed Books, 2017), pp. 15, 25.
20  Liyan Hu and Ter-Shing Cheng, ‘China’s Energy Security and Geo-Economic Interests in Central Asia’, Central European Journal of International 
and Security Studies, 2.2 (2008), pp. 46 et seq. For understanding the Central Asian energy stance against China’s global energy strategy, see Karen 
Smith Stegen, ‘Understanding China’s Global Energy Strategy’, International Journal of Emerging Markets, 10:2 (2015).  
21  Chris Rickleton, ‘China’s Energy Footprint in Central Asia’, China Dialogue, 25 July 2014, available online at https://www.chinadialogue.net/article/
show/single/en/7165-China-s-energy-footprint-in-Central-Asia (consulted on 27.01.2018).
22  For more details about the BRI and its westward path to Europe, see Horia Ciurtin, ‘A Pivot to Europe: China’s Belt-and-Road Balancing Act’, Eu-
ropean Institute of Romania/Institutul European din Romania, Policy Brief no. 5 (December 2017), pp. 5-8, available online at http://www.ier.ro/sites/
default/files/pdf/Final_Policy%20Brief%205_Horia%20Ciurtin%20-%20A%20Pivot%20to%20Europe_web.pdf (consulted on 27.01.2018).
23  Eric Farnsworth, ‘The New Mercantilism: China’s Emerging Role in the Americas’, Current History, February 2011, p. 58. Also see the commentary 
of Paul Coyer, ‘Undermining America While Washington Sleeps: China in Latin America’, Forbes Magazine, 31 January 2016, available at https://www.
forbes.com/sites/paulcoyer/2016/01/31/undermining-america-while-washington-sleeps-china-in-latin-america/ (consulted on 25.01.2018).
24   See the United Nations – ECLAC Report, ‘Chinese Foreign Direct Investment in Latin America and the Caribbean’, Summit on the Global Agenda, 

 Hard infrastructure is there to stay and speak about 
Beijing’s  standing  commitment  to  its  allies,  long  after  other 
foreign businessmen, financiers and venture investors are 
gone elsewhere. Thus, China’s message is one of stability and 
enduring partnership, sealed by a mutual interest in keeping 
those construction assets operational and profitable for both 
parties. Along with trade and intensive FDI, infrastructure is 
a way of ‘using economic resources to secure strategic ends’, 
as ‘in return for delivering roads and power lines, it expects its 
partners to respect its core interests”.19 

 Looking for practical illustrations of the FDI-infrastructure 
conundrum,  it  must  be  shown  how  Beijing  performed  in 
two different, but important regions: Central Asia and Latin 
America.  Thus,  China’s  most  important  projects  in  the  first 
of them (its natural neighborhood) initially dealt with energy 
and satisfying the industrial giant’s huge appetite for natural 
resources, in a region where they are abundant. Pipelines 
from Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan now spanned all the way 
to China, reducing the Russian monopoly on transport and 
distribution infrastructure for oil and gas.20 At the same time, 
Kyrgyzstan and – then – Tajikistan benefitted from newly-built 
refineries21 which placed them on the energetic map on a more 
consistent manner, while depending on China to maintain and 
sell their production. Thus, a regional system of extraction, 
processing and distribution was created, in which all energy 
roads lead to Beijing.

 Moreover, through the Belt-and-Road Initiative, roads and 
railways are programmed to crisscross the steppes, mountains 
and deserts of Central Asia, winding on their path westwards 
to Europe. Therefore, this region is not only crucial as an origin 
of irreplaceable hydrocarbons, but also as a direct transit route 
to China’s largest export market.22

 Latin America was a similar story. CNPC and Sinopec led 
the way, while other state-owned or state-linked companies 
followed. Oil and gas have been accompanied by investments in 
the mining and the food sectors.23 FDI has mostly concentrated 
in extractive industries24 by a variety of means: joint ventures 
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with  local  companies,  joint  ventures  with  transnational 
corporations, acquisition of assets from the home state, from 
private companies or external shareholders. Investments in 
the services and manufacturing sector (with the exception of 
Brazil) have remained modest, while there is no regional energy or 
mining market which has not seen an increased Chinese pressure. 
Brazil, Argentina, Ecuador, Chile, Venezuela are among its top 
destinations.25

 Infrastructural development is still in its early phases 
(concentrated so far in the extractive domain), but loans are 
offered and plans are laid down for a more active involvement in 
building-up roads, railways and even new canals. For instance, 
a transcontinental railway between Peru and Brazil has been 
proposed in order to link the Atlantic coast to the Pacific via a 
land route.26

 C. Military Cooperation: Taking It a Step 
Further

 As shown before, a commercial dependency, coupled with 
a significant ownership in the national industries and with an 
infrastructural presence surely pave the way for any partner state 
to accommodate China’s strategic needs and to be reluctant in 
stepping on its geopolitical toes.27 But merely avoiding Beijing’s 
displeasure is one part of the story. A further part tells the tale 
of outright cooperation in strategic matters. By this point, the 
partners’ economic interests have become so intertwined, that an 
enhanced partnership in the military field makes perfect sense. 
Arms  acquisitions,  joint  drills  and  exercises,  formal  security 
frameworks and military bases are alternative manifestations of 
this process.

 In this sense, beyond multilateral cooperation within the 
SCO format, Central Asian states maintain bilateral security ties 
with China. Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan 
often engage in ‘counter-terrorist’ operations and preparations 

World Economic Forum, China-Latin America cross-council taskforce, Abu Dhabi, 18-20 November 2013.
25  See David Dollar, ‘China’s Investment in Latin America’, Brookings Institution, Geoeconomics and Global Issues, Paper 4 (January 2017), available 
online at https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/fp_201701_china_investment_lat_am.pdf (consulted on 27.01.2018).
26  Fabiola Ortiz, ‘Brazil, Peru and China and the Inter-oceanic Dream’, Dialogo Chino, available online at http://dialogochino.net/china-is-part-
of-an-interoceanic-dream-between-brazil-and-peru/ (consulted on 27.01.2018). Also see ‘Peru says rail link to Brazil could work if it crosses Bolivia’, 
Reuters, 15 October 2016, available online at https://www.reuters.com/article/us-peru-railways-bolivia/peru-says-rail-link-to-brazil-could-work-if-it-
crosses-bolivia-idUSKBN12E2FC (consulted on 27.01.2018).
27  James Reilly, ‘China’s Economic Statecraft: Turning Wealth into Power’, Lowy Institute, Analysis (November 2013), 
available online at http://www.lowyinstitute.org/publications/chinas-economic-statecraft-0 (consulted on 29.01.2018).
28  Martin Breitmaier, ‘China’s Rise and Central Asia’s Security’, European Union Institute for Security Studies (EUISS), June 2016, p. 2, available online 
at https://www.iss.europa.eu/sites/default/files/EUISSFiles/Alert_21_Central_Asia_MB.pdf  (consulted on 29.01.2018).
29   ‘China to build second foreign naval base near Gwadar in Pakistan’, Business Standard, 6 January 2018, Beijing, available online at http://www.
business-standard.com/article/international/china-to-build-second-foreign-naval-base-near-gwadar-in-pakistan-118010600080_1.html (consulted 
on 29.01.2018).
30  In this regard, see the 2016 SIPRI report by Aude Fleurant, Pieter D. Wezeman, Siemon T. Wezeman and Nan Tian, ‘Trends in International Arms 
Transfers, 2016’, Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, SIPRI Fact Sheet (February 2017), p. 3, available online at https://www.sipri.org/
publications/2017/sipri-fact-sheets/trends-international-arms-transfers-2016 (consulted on 29.01.2018).
31  See R. Evan Ellis, ‘The Security Dimension of Chinese and Indian Engagement in the Americas’, in Riordan Roett and Guadalupe Paz (eds.), Latin 
America and the Asian Giants: Evolving Ties with China and India (Washington, DC: Brookings Institution, 2016) pp. 205-225. Also see R. Evan Ellis, 
‘Should the U.S. be worried about Chinese arms sales in the region?’, Global Americans, 11 May 2015, available online at https://theglobalamericans.
org/2015/05/should-u-s-be-worried-about-chinese-arms-sales-in-the-region/ (consulted on 29.01.2018).

directly with the PLA, well beyond regional forums for military 
cooperation (and Russia’s keen surveillance).28 The strong 
economic relations now also turn to nearly full-fledged alliance 
or – at least – alignment of strategic outcomes.

 Another example is the long-standing military cooperation 
with  Pakistan.  Transfers  of  technology,  joint  naval  drills,  arms 
deals are a routine between the two countries. And – despite 
debates, carefully-leaked information and official denials – it seems 
that the much-paraded symbol of infrastructural cooperation 
CPEC will also feature a military development: a small base for 
the Chinese navy near the port of Gwadar.29 It is Beijing’s second 
outlet  of  this  kind  after  the Djibouti  ‘logistics’  and  ‘anti-piracy’ 
base off the Horn of Africa, depicting an increase of naval presence 
in the Indian Ocean and its adjacent commercial routes.

 Moreover, it should be noted that among all exporters of 
weapons, China registered the highest increase in volumes of 
major arms (i.e. almost 74% between the 2007-2011 and the 2012-
2016 periods).30 Most of these were destined to Asia (Pakistan, 
Bangladesh, Myanmar) and Africa. All the recipient countries are 
nations that have developed strong economic ties beforehand, 
possibly showing how Beijing’s arms exports closely follow trade, 
FDI and infrastructure. 

 A very interesting illustration of this trend can also be found 
in Latin America.  Venezuela, Bolivia, Ecuador, Peru and even 
Argentina or Brazil have started buying military supplies and 
technology from China or are prospecting to do so in the near 
future.31 And that does not limit to minor arms or transport 
vehicles,  but  to  jets,  warships  and  radar  systems.  At  a  formal 
level, Argentina’s previous president took matters a step forward, 
calling in 2014 for a ‘comprehensive strategic partnership’, in line 
with the already existing one between China and Venezuela. 
America’s ‘backyard’ seems to face an increasing military relation 
with Beijing.

 * * *
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Therefore, when analyzing this recurring pattern all across the 

globe, it can be argued that no Chinese business comes with 

completely ‘no strings attached’. Trade, FDI, infrastructure 

(and arms deals) have a political component which cannot 

be separated from the entire process. Economic influence is 

subtly  translated  into  strategic  pervasiveness,  as  Beijing  is 

able to obtain from its partners an alignment of positions 

or – if that is not feasible due to other allegiances – a self-

restraint from manifesting against PRC’s ‘core interests’ and 

fundamental policies.

 After more than a decade of intensive expansion, the 

efforts of the Chinese ‘merchant vanguard’ is revealing 

a network of states and regional clusters, of ports and 

land-hubs, all connected by new naval and railway routes 

established to support Beijing’s global project. And this goes 

well beyond the symbolic Belt-and-Road Initiative. It is a 

long-term strategy, devised at a different historical scale. 

While vehemently denying to be a quest for hegemony, it 

surely is an approach to limit other hegemons’ reach and 

establish a firm position for China in the international agora. 

 It might not even be a search for a multi-polar 

order, but an attempt to ensure that at least China is an 

unavoidable ‘pole’ irrespective of the other actors’ size, 

nature  or  influence.  A  major-power  discourse  spoken  in 

the universal language of commerce, finance, infrastructure 

and military ties. A bridging of the gap between internal 

growth and the necessity of projecting the image of a great 

actor on the world scene. In other words, it is the gradual 

synchronization between China’s domestic capacities and its 

external possibilities, done through geoeconomic means. It 

is the tale of ‘national rejuvenation’ abroad.

 

32   For a detailed account of the EU accession status in the Western Balkans, see our policy brief – Horia Ciurtin, ‘Left Behind? Reassessing the Bal-
kan Quest for EU Integration’, European Institute of Romania/Institutul European din Romania, Policy Brief no. 2 (February 2017), available online at 
http://ier.ro/sites/default/files/pdf/Policy_Brief_nr.%202_Horia_Ciurtin_Left_behind_0.pdf (consulted on 30.01.2018).

IV. Entering in the Powder 
Keg: China’s Balkan 

Expansion

 Turning to the spatial high-point of our analysis – the 

Balkans – it can be argued that this region represents a 

distinct  type  of  challenge  for  policy-makers  in  Beijing.  It 

can serve as an entry point to China’s largest export market 

(the  European  Union),  but  it  appears  very  problematic  in 

terms of infrastructure, political (in)stability and inter-state 

adversities. Even when offered seducing deals, it is difficult 

to make such countries work on a multilateral basis and 

cooperate swiftly in matters that might have geopolitical 

implications. 

 Moreover, the Balkans are positioned in another 

economic giant’s ‘backyard’, one which wields all the 

possible soft power and which has a veritable attraction 

force for elites and population alike. Unlike Russia’s faltering 

appeal  in  Central  Asia  and  the  United  States’  fragmented 

network of allegiances (and opponents) in Latin America, 

the  European  Union  entirely  engulfs  the  Balkans.  Five  of 

the region’s states are already members, while the other six 

are  preparing  for  EU  accession  or  waiting  for  discussions 

to be opened.32 Nonetheless, all of them are convinced of 

their European path forward and the final goal of joining the 

Union is – usually – undebatable.

  Thus, at a first glance, it can be observed that the non-EU 
members (the so-called ‘Western Balkans 6’ or ‘WB6’: Albania, 
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Kosovo, Macedonia, Montenegro and 
Serbia) only share borders with the European Union and only 
two of them have a decent coastline, three are landlocked, 
while Bosnia has a mere 20 km of shoreline around the port 
of Neum. In this sense, access is scarce and China needs the 
other  five  Balkan  states  (the  EU member  states:  Bulgaria, 
Croatia, Greece, Romania and Slovenia) in order to advance 
in the region.
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Figure 3 - The Balkan States (WB6 and EU5)
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 But this geographical layout is also an opportunity for 
China. The (current) non-member status of the WB6 ensures 
an economic ‘backdoor’ right into the European heartland, 
while avoiding the strict limitations that are encountered on 
EU territory in matters of competition, state aid or government 
participation.33 And China has been present in the area for 
a  longer  period,  well  before  even  the  EU5  states  joined  the 
Union. That is a tactical itinerary which consolidates Beijing’s 
position in the area: expanding into countries that are not yet 
part of the EU, but are well positioned near – or among – its 
member-states.

 However, China does not only focus on the group (WB6) 
which  lies  outside  the  Union’s  borders,  but  on  the  entire 
region. EU Members and non-members alike are a privileged 
destination for trading activities, FDI, infrastructural 
developments and – low-intensity – military cooperation (staff 
meetings or naval port calls). In certain aspects, the approach 
is similar to that followed in Central Asia – given the insistence 
on building-up transport connections – but also to that from 
Latin America where China stepped lightly so as not to directly 
challenge the established great power. In many other aspects, 
the Balkans form a category of their own, having a unique Sinic 
tale to tell.

 The region – with all its political entities34 – represents a 
strategic  highlight  for  Beijing’s  projected  Belt-and-Road.  It 

33   Matthew Karnitschnig, ‘Beijing’s Balkan Backdoor’, Politico, 13 July 2017, available online at https://www.politico.eu/article/china-serbia-montene-
gro-europe-investment-trade-beijing-balkan-backdoor/ (consulted on 30.01.2018).
34  There are – of course – political reservations regarding Kosovo, as China does not recognize its statehood and has a rather limited presence on the 
ground (no diplomatic ties, but a mere ‘representative office’ in Prishtina).

is the end of the route. And the beginning of the European 
colossus, both at a terrestrial level (via Turkey) and at a 
maritime one (in the Aegean, Adriatic and Black Sea ports). 
Thus, the Balkans can accommodate the flow of goods arriving 
either by caravan-like trains through Central Asia, Iran and 
Turkey or by cargo ships through the Indian Ocean, Suez and 
the Mediterranean. 

 In analyzing the present Chinese footprint in the region 
(and its recurring patterns), we shall first proceed to analyzing 
the most dynamic element of economic relations – i.e. trading 
activities – and then place under scrutiny Beijing’s investments 
in various sectors, along with its large infrastructural projects. 
In this sense, rather than using a country-sheet model (treating 
every country separately), a comparative framework shall be 
used in order to show how the Chinese presence manifests 
regionally and how its local initiatives intertwine at a larger 
geographical scale. 

 Thus, each indicator – trade, direct investment, 
infrastructural development – shall be presented in relation to 
the 11 political entities, divided (for methodological purposes 
and data availability reasons) in two sub-groups: the WB6 
and EU5. On this basis, the ‘privileged’ and the ‘ordinary’ local 
partners shall be differentiated, making it easier to understand 
where China’s strategic focus lies and which countries are 
especially prone to a further increase of its influence.

https://www.politico.eu/article/china-serbia-montenegro-europe-investment-trade-beijing-balkan-backdoor/
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 A. Trading with the Balkans: The Door 
Wide Open 

 A mercantile link to the Balkans existed long before the 
current international situation. Ever since the ‘70s there has 
been an enduring attempt from China to knit closer relations 
with other Communist countries from the area which were 
– as well – in no comfortable terms with the Soviet Union or 
were indifferent to its grand designs. Thus, the post-Mao PRC 
courted ‘deviant’ socialist leaders of countries such as Romania 
or Yugoslavia. Throughout the ‘70s and ‘80s the share of their 
trade with China remained constant (although unimpressive), 
with a sudden drop in the ‘90s after the fall of the Iron Curtain 
and the disintegration of Yugoslavia, but which gained abrupt 
traction again in the mid ‘2000s.

 At the present moment, China is in every Balkan state’s top 10 
commercial partners. It is not an overwhelming presence, but it 
possesses a durable and growing share of the region’s trading 

35   For the WB6 countries we used figures from the UN Comtrade Database (available at https://comtrade.un.org/data/), corroborated with the EU 
country factsheets – see European Commission, DG for Trade, ‘European Union, Trade in goods with Western Balkans 6’, 16 November 2017 (hereafter, 
DG Trade – WB6 Factsheet). The individual factsheets are also available at http://ec.europa.eu/trade/policy/countries-and-regions/statistics/. 
36   For the EU5 countries we used the UN Comtrade Database, corroborated with data extracted from Eurostat – see EU trade since 1988 by SITC [DS-
018995], available at http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/data/database. 
37   For more details about the Rotterdam (or Rotterdam-Antwerp effect) see the report by Nigel Williams, ‘Trade Distortions and the EU’, Civitas - 
Institute for the Study of Civil Society, July 2011, available online at http://www.civitas.org.uk/content/files/EU_Trade_Distortions.pdf (consulted on 
31.01.2018).
38  See footnote 35 supra.

portfolio. However, in every single instance, its import-export 
position  is dwarfed by the European Union which accounted 
in 2016 for an average of 59% of the total trade throughout 
the WB6 and 69% throughout the EU5. Comparatively, China’s 
share of total trade represented no more than 6% in the WB635 
and a little bit over 3% in the EU5.36 

 Before going into further details, a disclaimer of prudent 
analysis is necessary: all the used data inputs should be taken 
as indicative estimates and not a perfect depiction of the 
economic ‘reality’, as national statistics offices throughout 
the Balkans (and their Chinese counterparts) do not always 
provide the most accurate data – willingly or by error – and 
the implementation of reporting methodologies might also 
vary. In addition, such misrepresentations are further distorted 
by the ‘Rotterdam effect’ which overstates the level of trade 
with the EU.37 Nonetheless, the general picture should not be 
significantly biased by these possible deviations, allowing the 
data to paint a valid illustration of the actual situation.

 

Figure 4 - WB6 States’ Share of Total Trade in Goods with 
China/EU (2016)

[Source: UN Comtrade/DG Trade]38

 

https://comtrade.un.org/data/
http://ec.europa.eu/trade/policy/countries-and-regions/statistics/
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/data/database
http://www.civitas.org.uk/content/files/EU_Trade_Distortions.pdf
https://comtrade.un.org/data/
http://ec.europa.eu/trade/policy/countries-and-regions/statistics/
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Thus, passing beyond the macro-group view presented before, a 

lot more can be understood by analyzing the comparative share 

on a state-by-state basis and watching how each Balkan polity 

actually deals in goods with China. Within the WB6 (see Figure 

4 above), in half of the constituent states, China has a share of 

approximately 4-5%, while in the other half it accounts for 7-8% 

of  their  total  trade.  Unsurprisingly,  the  highest  impact  is  in 

smaller states such as Montenegro and Kosovo (which also have a 

lower level of trading with the EU) and in Albania whose relative 

‘isolation’ and historical ties to Maoist China (long before the 

temporary Sino-Albanian ‘split’ of the ‘70s). 

  At the same time, in the EU5 countries’ total trade in goods 

(see Figure 5 below), China has a limited 2-3% share. The sole 

exception  is Greece, which  trades  almost  5% of  all  its  goods 

with Beijing. That can be explained due to the fact that Piraeus 

is  one  of  the  major  European  hubs  for  Chinese  products,  a 

port in which the Asian partner has a consistent shareholding. 

Moreover,  from  the  EU5  group,  Greece  is  also  the  country 

which has the most intensive extra-EU trade (almost 45%) due 

to its strategic position near Asia Minor, the Middle East and 

North Africa. 
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Figure 5 – EU5 States’ Share of Total Trade in Goods with 
China/EU (2016)

[Source: UN Comtrade/Eurostat]39

 However, it might be argued that the share of one country’s 
total trade (in goods) is not the only relevant factor, but that 
the value of such trade must also be taken into consideration. 
In this regard, Figure 6 below paints a very consistent picture of 
the region. Analyzing the share, the poorer WB6 – lying outside 
the  EU  borders,  but  having  Stabilisation  and  Association 
Agreements in place – are more involved in trading with China, 
as the Asian partner occupies a larger part of their import-
export  activity  than  in  the case of EU5. Conversely,  in  terms 
of total value (imports plus exports in USD), the five-member 
states rank in the upper part of the top, making them larger 
trade fellows for China itself.

 What does this peculiar – but not illogical – situation express 
in terms of political influence and economic dependence? First 

39  See footnote 36 supra.

of all, the inverted positions of the two indicators reveal a 
general pattern: the less-developed and cash-starved countries 
(which are not yet members of  the EU) are more dependent 
on China’s trade and – perhaps – more receptive to its policy 
considerations. On the other hand, the more advanced and 
decently prosperous countries in the Balkans (most of them 
member states) have a higher value for Beijing as trade partners. 
This latter group presents a lower share of total trade attributed 
to China, but with more significant cash levels implied.

 In other words, the only states with a value in trade with 
China over  the  1 billion USD threshold are Romania, Greece, 
Slovenia, Serbia and Bulgaria. The others – starting with the 
EU member-state Croatia and continuing with Bosnia, Albania, 
Macedonia, Kosovo and Montenegro – range from a mere 224 
to 729 million USD. All  these states have a trade deficit with 
China, importing exorbitantly more than they export to its 
Asian ports (even at staggering ratios of 50:1).

https://comtrade.un.org/data/
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/data/database
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                                                        Trade in Goods with China (Share v. Value in USD – 2016)   
Kosovo 8,7% Romania 4.500.784.081

Montenegro 8,6% Greece 3.557.780.237

Albania 7,1% Slovenia 1.972.108.809

Serbia 4,8% Serbia 1.628.309.783

Greece 4,7% Bulgaria 1.628.186.172

Bosnia-Herzegovina 4,4% Croatia 729.325.135

Macedonia 4,1% Bosnia-Herzegovina 632.406.442

Romania 3,3% Albania 469.658.066

Slovenia 3,1% Macedonia 469.037.273

Bulgaria 3,0% Kosovo 297.958.255

Croatia 2,1% Montenegro 224.485.933

 Figure 6 – Balkan States’ Share of Total Trade in Goods with China (2016)

 

Nonetheless, another aspect is worth noting: two outliers. In 
terms of share, Greece is rather part of the relatively more 
‘dependent’ group (similar to shares of WB6 states). While 
in terms of value, Serbia could be integrated more easily into 
the ‘significant’ group (similar to values encountered for 
EU5 states). Thus, Greece and Serbia have both high shares 
of their trade attributed to China (4,8% and 4,7%) and high 
values  (both  well  over  the  1  billion  USD  threshold).  In  a 
certain sense, they are the ‘privileged’ commercial partners 
in the region, fact which is confirmed by the level and variety 
of FDI deployed to consolidate the relationship. 

 In both cases, the flow of goods is almost unilateral. 
China exports to Greece 10 times more goods than it 
imports, while in the case of Serbia the Chinese goods 
arriving on its territory are worth 50 times more than the 
ones sent the other way round to Asian shores. Even from 
a qualitative standpoint, the unbalance speaks for itself. 
For instance, Greece imports computers, hi-tech gadgets, 
electronics, machinery, vehicles, clothing and other value-
added finished products, while it mostly exports decorative 
stone (marble, alabaster, travertine), refined petroleum, raw 
cotton and other raw materials. Similarly, Serbia mostly 
imports electronics, hi-tech products or clothing and it 
exports to China mainly wood and some car parts.40

 

40   According to UN Comtrade data.
41  See footnotes 35 and 36 supra.
42   An illustration of the Balkans semi-peripheral nature is aptly offered by Marina Blagojević, Knowledge Production at the Semi-periphery: A Gender 
Perspective (Beograd, 2009), pp. 33 et seq.
43  In this regard, also see the EBRD report prepared by Oleg Levitin, Jakov Milatovic and Peter Sanfey, ‘China and South-Eastern Europe: Infrastruc-
ture, Trade and Investment Links’, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (May, 2016).

[Source: UN Comtrade/Eurostat/DG Trade]41

Therefore, the importance of Greece and Serbia lies elsewhere 
than in their value as commercial partners. They are neither 
significant buyers within China’s immense portfolio, nor 
producers  of  rare  and  necessary  commodities  that  Beijing 
cannot deal without. In reality, they are strategic spots in the 
semi-periphery42 of Europe, located along current – or projected 
– transit corridors to the Union’s prosperous heartland. In time, 
they are meant to be even more valuable local hubs for further 
dispatch of goods within the EU. 

 When compared to these two ‘privileged’ partners, 
Romania and Slovenia are high-level players (analyzed in this 
limited spatial context) due to the size and more diversified 
nature of their economy, but necessarily to a more increased 
(strategic) attention from China. Their trade is more intensive, 
but still very unbalanced in China’s favor. Deficits are high, 
though more palatable, with ratios of 6:1 or Romania and 3:1 
for Slovenia. Within the entire region, Romania is the sole 
exception in regard to the nature of its exports to China43, which 
do not merely comprise raw materials and semi-processed 
ones, but a very large part of finished products in the field of 
machinery. It is – thus – a more significant partner in terms of 
sheer value and quality of trade than the others, but also with 
more space for maneuver.

 

 

https://comtrade.un.org/data/
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/data/database
http://ec.europa.eu/trade/policy/countries-and-regions/statistics/
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B. Building in the Balkans: Development at the 
End of the (Belt and) Road

  But China is not in the Balkans just for trading. Its presence 
there is not mainly mandated by its sales of goods. It is there to 
establish a different kind of position. While commerce might 
be a necessary way in, it needs to be supplemented with other 
means commitment: direct investment and infrastructural 
development. And China has been on a frenzied shopping 
spree for industrial assets and building-up roads, bridges and 
rails that might one day ensure the flow of goods from Piraeus 
(and other Balkan ports) to the EU inner core.

 As in the case of trade, we must – first – show the data 
limitations in respect to estimating FDI to the Balkans. This 
is even more complicated, due to an additional number of 
common distortions. Turning a blind eye to the states’ (even 
the  EU  ones)  divergent  reporting  methodologies  in  terms 
of FDI inflows within their economies44, a very significant 
deformation of the data is caused by ‘offshoring’ or the use of 
investment vehicles incorporated in other states (for fiscal or 
strategic purposes). 45 Thus, the FDI might be listed as coming 
from a totally different polity – a ‘middlemen’ – than the actual 
state  of  origin.  For much  of  the  FDI  stemming  from Beijing 
there is at least a ‘detour’ through Hong Kong, Cayman Islands 
or the British Virgin Islands46, leaving national statistics offices 
in the Balkans to often record investments as coming from 
these offshore jurisdictions, rather than from China proper.47

 In this cases, it is undesirable to exclusively use Chinese 
MOFCOM data or Balkan statistical data, without applying 
corrections that allow to discern what proportion of the Hong 
Kong/Cayman/British Virgin Islands registered investors are 
Chinese-based companies, which are nationals of those actual 
territories and which are – perhaps – Western-based entities 

44   In this sense, a brief introduction to the matter is offered by Karl Sauvant, ‘Beware of FDI Statistics’, Columbia FDI Perspectives, Perspectives on 
topical foreign direct investment issues, No. 215 (December 2017), available online at http://ccsi.columbia.edu/files/2016/10/No-215-Sauvant-FINAL.
pdf (consulted on 02.02.2018).
45  For a comprehensive view of all the limitations of Chinese ODI data and how their impact can be limited, see the report by Carlos Casanova, Alicia 
Garcia-Herrero and Le Xia,  ‘Chinese outbound foreign direct investment: How much goes where after round-tripping and offshoring?’, BBVA | Re-
search, Working Paper, No. 15/17, Hong Kong, June 2015, available online at https://www.bbvaresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/15_17_Work-
ing-Paper_ODI.pdf (consulted on 02.02.2018).
46   In 2013, Hong Kong accounted for 60% of the entire Chinese ODI, while 12% of the Chinese ODI was dispatched to the Cayman and British Virgin 
Islands.
47  See Yukon Huang, Cracking the China Conundrum: Why Conventional Economic Wisdom Is Wrong (New York: Oxford University Press, 2017), p. 
133.
48  In this sense, see the excellent report by Thilo Hanneman and Mikko Huotari, ‘Chinese Direct Investment in Europe: What Available Data Sources 
Tell Us’, in John Seaman, Mikko Huotari, Miguel Otero-Iglesias (eds.), Chinese Investment in Europe: A Country-Level Approach, A Report by the Euro-
pean Think-tank Network on China (ETNC) December 2017, p. 22 et seq. – available online at http://new.merics.org/sites/default/files/2018-01/171216_
ETNC%20Report%202017_0.pdf (consulted on 02.02.2018).
49  The China Global Investment Tracker tool has been developed by Derek Scissors under the joint auspices of the American Enterprise Institute 
and The Heritage Foundation. It includes a fast visualization tool, but the complete set of data can also be consulted at https://www.aei.org/data/
china-global-investment-tracker/. The data is broken down in three main categories, showing China’s global-wide (a) investments, (b) construction 
contracts and (c) troubled transactions. For the following analysis we use the version available in mid-January 2018, largely taking into consideration 
the first two categories (investments – construction contracts).

that use offshore vehicles for various corporate (and fiscal) 
reasons. Moreover, relevant authorities from the WB6 states 
often record – in publicly available documents – the Chinese 
stocks (and flows) of FDI into their own economy under the 
broad category of ‘other countries’, leaving little information 
to discern where such investment actually comes from. Not to 
mention the extreme discrepancies in measuring the Chinese 
ODI into the EU between the MOFCOM’s set of data and the 
Eurostat one,  rising  to even 60% more  investments  recorded 
by the Chinese authorities in comparison with their European 
counterparts.48

 In addressing these issues and revising the existing 
macroeconomic public data, we have opted for a variety 
of approaches that combine (a) open-source reports from 
independent institutions and researchers, (b) direct interviews 
with specialists in the investment field from various Balkan 
countries and (c) offering a more comprehensive definition 
of the analyzed indicators so as to also include various 
infrastructural  projects  that  are  classified  differently  and 
separately from ‘direct investment’. 

 As a starting point, the China Global Investment Tracker 
(hereafter, CGIT)49 presents a wider set of data – considering 
investment and  construction  projects  alike  –  and  which 
grants the possibility to see the exact companies which 
invest in the Balkans, the economic sectors they are dealing 
with. As a next step, country- and region-level reports are 
taken into consideration, showing how the various Chinese 
infrastructural and industrial production designs are meant to 
interact with each other in the extended Balkan neighborhood 
and in the Belt-and-Road framework. Therefore, most of the 
supplementary data is qualitative in nature, aiding to see the 
larger context of Chinese investment in the Balkans. It is not 
intended to make the analysis more accurate from an economic 
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http://ccsi.columbia.edu/files/2016/10/No-215-Sauvant-FINAL.pdf
http://ccsi.columbia.edu/files/2016/10/No-215-Sauvant-FINAL.pdf
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/15_17_Working-Paper_ODI.pdf
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/15_17_Working-Paper_ODI.pdf
http://new.merics.org/sites/default/files/2018-01/171216_ETNC%20Report%202017_0.pdf
http://new.merics.org/sites/default/files/2018-01/171216_ETNC%20Report%202017_0.pdf
https://www.aei.org/data/china-global-investment-tracker/
https://www.aei.org/data/china-global-investment-tracker/
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perspective, but to allow strategic patterns of regional 
engagement to be distilled.50

 Therefore, when looking at Figure 7 (below), China’s FDI 
plus infrastructural involvement looks somewhat different from 
its trading activity. The value of its (completed and committed) 
investments and construction projects – according to the CGIT 
– can be used as a criterion to once again observe the ‘privileged’ 
partners. Greece, Serbia and Bosnia-Herzegovina rise above 
all others, all having Chinese investment and infrastructural 
pledges  of  over  3  billion  USD,  while  Romania,  Slovenia  and 
Montenegro rank in the second class with an involvement of 1-3 
billion USD. At the bottom of the top rank Macedonia, Bulgaria

Greece 

The Mediterranean hot spot upon the Belt-and-Road map. 
While many elements of China’s geoeconomic grand design 
are still uncertain, leaving room for ample adaptations and 
reconsiderations, the significance of the Hellenic realm is 
unquestioned. And it all started with Piraeus, the European

50   In this sense, it is possible – as argued by some experts – that the CGIT figures are overstated in certain respects (given that they include projects 
not yet completed and cash flows that stretch far into the future). Nonetheless, they are a very strong indicator of China’s commitment in financial (and 
prestige) terms, far more illustrative than the radically understated and truncated data from Balkan central banks or Eurostat. The CGIT methodology 
allows a better grasp of the wider investment/infrastructure framework, referring transactions and contracts that are otherwise completely ignored.
51  See footnote 49 supra.

and Croatia with no more  than 0.5  billion USD deployed by 
China, despite their strategic positions. 

Albania and Kosovo have no data recorded within the 
CGIT and it is – thus – difficult to present a comparable 
quantitative outlook. However, while Tirana’s situation can 
be compensated further on by offering specific (qualitative) 
examples of Chinese FDI involvement, for Kosovo it is very 
difficult in the conditions of scarce data. Given that Beijing 
maintains no diplomatic relations with it and strongly 
supports Serbia’s position, we can estimate that it is not 
among its top 5 sources of FDI. Thus, for the purposes of 
this analysis it will be left aside.

Figure 7 – Chinese Investments and Construction Contracts by 
Country (billion USD) (2005-2017) 

[Source: China Global Investment Tracker]51

 

Union’s  closest  (major)  port  from  the  Suez  Canal.  Before 
reaching the far-away Le Havre, Antwerp, Rotterdam or 
Hamburg, the Chinese goods can be (at least partially) 
unloaded in Piraeus and transported by land to Central Europe. 
 For this reason, in 2008 COSCO Pacific (a Hong Kong-
incorporated company, whose consistent part of shareholding 
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is indirectly held by the state-owned and PRC-based COSCO 
Group) entered a deal with the Greek government and 
obtained a 35 year concession for half of the container activities. 
There was an initial down payment of 50 million USD, which was 
to be followed by yearly percentage of revenues and mandatory 
investments in infrastructure and logistics. Some estimate the 
cumulated value of the agreement – at the end of the entire period 
– to rise at more than 4 billion USD paid to the Greek state.52 

 After an operational metamorphosis directed by COSCO’s 
local subsidiary, it increased the capacity of the container port, 
modernized the logistical infrastructure and enabled Piraeus to 
manage a rapidly increasing activity. Subsequently, it registered 
record growth rates in 2010, while rising to the third position in 
the Mediterranean in 2013.53 The next step intervened in 2016, 
when COSCO obtained a majority  shareholding  (51%)  in  the 
entire Piraeus Port Authority, transforming it in the only entity 
that controls the port. 

 Thus, the gradual ownership-acquiring process ended, 
allowing China to transform Piraeus (and Greece) in one of 
its most important distribution hubs along the Belt-and-
Road.  It  is  significant  to  note  that  from  the  8.9  billion USD 
that Beijing has committed to the Hellenic republic almost 6 
billion are attributable to COSCO only. Another 2 billion USD 
were invested in 2016 and 2017 in the energy sector (classical 
distribution, photovoltaic and wind-generated), while the rest 
of the money was deployed in telecom, tourism and some real 
estate.54

 The pace of penetrating the Greek transport sector – while 
refraining to enter intensive production activities on the 
ground – is indicative of the logistic role that China envisions 
for its partner. Thus, Athens is thought to be the starting point 
for a new land-route to the inner core of the EU, a transport 
corridor (rail and high-way) passing onwards to Macedonia, 
Serbia, Hungary and – then – to Austria and Germany. For 

52  In this regard, see the CIGT data and the report prepared by Frans-Paul van der Putten, ‘Chinese Investment in the Port of Piraeus, Greece: The 
Relevance for the EU and the Netherlands’, Clingendael – Netherlands Institute of International Relations, Clingendael Report of 14 February 2014, pp. 
9-10, available online at https://www.clingendael.org/sites/default/files/pdfs/2014%20-%20Chinese%20investment%20in%20Piraeus%20 -%20Cling-
endael%20Report.pdf (consulted on 02.02.2018). The same figure is advanced in the CIGT database.
53   See Ilias Bellos,  ‘Piraeus Port Becomes Med’s Third Biggest in Container Traffic’, Ekathimerini, 29 January 2014, available online at http://www.
ekathimerini.com/4dcgi/_w_articles_wsite2_1_29/01/2014_536928 (consulted on 02.02.2018). 
54  For a complete picture of Chinese investment in Greece, see the report of Plamen Tonchev and Polyxeni Davarinou, ‘Chinese Investment in Greece 
and the Big Picture of Sino-Greek Relations’, Institute of International Economic Relations, December 2017, available online at http://idos.gr/wp-con-
tent/uploads/2017/12/Chinese-Investment-in-Greece_4-12-2017.pdf (consulted on 03.02.2018).
55  See the comprehensive report for EBRD by Jens Bastian, ‘The potential for growth through Chinese infrastructure investments in Central and 
South-Eastern Europe along the Balkan Silk Road’, Report prepared by Dr. Jens Bastian for the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, 
Athens/London, July 2017, p. 24, available online at http://www.ebrd.com/documents/policy/the-balkan-silk-road.pdf (consulted on 02.02.2018).
56   ‘Pupin Bridge: China’s first big infrastructure investment in Europe’, Xinhua, 31 May 2016, available online at http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/
photo/2016-05/31/c_135401731.htm (consulted on 03.02.2018).
57  Velimir Zivkovic and Iva Zivkovic, ‘Chinese-Serbian Economic Cooperation: Sudden Wealth and a Game of Musical Chairs’, DAVA | Strategic 
Analysis, Mercantile Digest No. 4 (November 2017), available online at https://davastrat.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/dava-mercantile-digest-no-4-no-
vember-2017.pdf (consulted on 03.02.2018).

Beijing, Greece is an elevated halfway entrepôt, its own private 
(or, rather, party-owned) alternative gateway to Europe.

 Serbia

Energy, steel, cars and landmark infrastructure. The paths of 
Chinese FDI in Serbia tell a different tale. It is no intensive quest 
for a logistical hub, but rather a medium-paced development 
of a modest (upon Beijing’s scale) production and processing 
regional  pivot.  More  than  2  billion  USD  have  been  devoted 
to  the  transport  sector,  while  3  billion USD  are  attributable 
to  energy-related projects  (coal,  gas,  alternative  and  thermal 
power-plants). Beijing’s entry into the latter market provided 
a much-needed respite from the near-monopoly of Russian 
companies, allowing Belgrade a higher leverage in negotiations 
with both parties.

  On the other hand, China contributed to symbolic projects 
– but with a high popular impact – such as the Mihajlo Pupin 
‘friendship’ bridge over the Danube. Finished in 2014, it was 
financed by China through a 260 million USD loan by Exim Bank 
and constructed by the China Road and Bridge Corporation.55 
Its grand inauguration was done in the presence of premier Li 
Keqiang56, marking the ‘strategic partnership’ between the two 
countries and China’s enduring commitment toward Serbia.

 Another important investment was made in 2016, when 
China’ state-owned He Steel Group (formerly Hebei) acquired 
the Smederevo steel mill, the country’s single such industrial 
asset. Formerly under United States shareholding and sold to 
the state for a mere 1$, Serbia struggled for years to re-privatize 
it. And then – in 2016 – China purchased it for a reported 46 
million  EUR57, relieving the government from the daunting 
task of managing a seemingly economic dead weight.

 As a crucial node – land and fluvial – for the Belt-and-
Road, Serbia is earmarked to be involved in China’s largest 

https://www.clingendael.org/sites/default/files/pdfs/2014%20-%20Chinese%20investment%20in%20Piraeus%20%20-%20Clingendael%20Report.pdf
https://www.clingendael.org/sites/default/files/pdfs/2014%20-%20Chinese%20investment%20in%20Piraeus%20%20-%20Clingendael%20Report.pdf
http://www.ekathimerini.com/4dcgi/_w_articles_wsite2_1_29/01/2014_536928
http://www.ekathimerini.com/4dcgi/_w_articles_wsite2_1_29/01/2014_536928
http://idos.gr/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Chinese-Investment-in-Greece_4-12-2017.pdf
http://idos.gr/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Chinese-Investment-in-Greece_4-12-2017.pdf
http://www.ebrd.com/documents/policy/the-balkan-silk-road.pdf
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/photo/2016-05/31/c_135401731.htm
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/photo/2016-05/31/c_135401731.htm
https://davastrat.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/dava-mercantile-digest-no-4-november-2017.pdf
https://davastrat.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/dava-mercantile-digest-no-4-november-2017.pdf
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infrastructural  project  from  the  region:  a  near  3  billion  EUR 
high-speed rail between Belgrade and Budapest. Thus, goods 
arriving from Piraeus (or some smaller Adriatic ports) could 
be expedited up to Budapest. That would be the last segment 
of the winding Silk Road. When taking into consideration 
other pledged loans for transport connections – such as the 
fast link to the Montenegrin coast (found non-financeable by 
European creditors) – China has promised that the total value 
of its Serbian projects will eventually reach 10 billion USD.58 An 
impressive figure, approaching the reported 12 billion EUR that 
the European Union’s FDI stocks are worth.59 In Serbia, the EU 
is not a lone high-stake partner anymore.

 Bosnia-Herzegovina 

Investing in coal, investing in gas, investing in power 
generation. China’s act in Bosnia is mainly one pertaining to 
energy. Although the figures are high and resonating for the 
levels of the Bosnian economy, it must be shown that most 
of the estimated sums relate to committed – rather than 
completed – projects.60 So far, China seems to have maintained 
an equilibrium between pledges made within the territory of 
the Federation and that of Republika Srpska, not seeking to 
disrupt the fragile stalemate. 

 In addition, besides the energy-related developments, 
China also signed a number of memoranda of understanding 
for road-building to the coastal towns of Croatia.61 Linking an 
infrastructure-poor country could prove a boost for its economy, 
especially in the conditions in which no visible Western offers 
are on the table. In addition, Bosnia-Herzegovina appears as 
a partner that can be dealt with more easily, as it has little 
or no  international  alternatives  at  the moment. Unlike most 
of  its  Balkan  counterparts,  its  accession  path  to  the  EU  is 
only  ‘potential’, while  the Union-based FDI has  encountered 
unsteady flows in the previous years (with Croatia often 
leading the chart). And that is the reason why the Chinese offer 
– come with whatever strings attached – may be too good (or 
too singular) to refuse.

58  ‘Chinese investment in Serbia will be 10 billion dollars’, InSerbia Today, 27 April 2017, available online at https://inserbia.info/today/2017/04/chi-
nese-investment-in-serbia-will-be-10-bln-dollars/ (consulted on 03.02.2017).
59  DG Trade Factsheet, available at http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2008/august/tradoc_140029.pdf (consulted on 03.02.2018).
60  See the 2017 EBRD report by Jens Bastian, supra note 55, pp. 27 et seq.
61  See the 2016 see the EBRD report prepared by Oleg Levitin, Jakov Milatovic and Peter Sanfey, supra note 43, p. 9.
62  In this regard, see the report prepared by Iulia Monica Oehler-Sincai, ‘Chinese Investment in Romania: More Lost Opportunities Than Imple-
mented Projects’, in in John Seaman, Mikko Huotari, Miguel Otero-Iglesias (eds.), Chinese Investment in Europe: A Country-Level Approach, A Re-
port by the European Think-tank Network on China (ETNC) December 2017, p. 130 et seq. – available online at http://new.merics.org/sites/default/
files/2018-01/171216_ETNC%20Report%202017_0.pdf (consulted on 02.02.2018). In addition, see the 2016 EBRD report prepared by Oleg Levitin, Jakov 
Milatovic and Peter Sanfey, supra note 43, pp. 11-12.

 Romania 

Among the remaining Balkan EU member-states (when Greece 
is taken apart), Romania firmly stands apart in terms of value 
and nature of commitments taken by China. A lion’s share of 
such FDI and construction projects relate to energy (oil, coal, 
nuclear, hydro, solar), while the remaining (marginal) part is 
neatly diversified in numerous industries (wood processing, 
tobacco, retail, food, agri-business, construction, telecom).

 Thus, numerous preliminary agreements between the 
Romanian state and Chinese (state-owned) companies have 
emerged on a wide range of energy projects. The most important 
of these was the envisioned building of two additional reactors 
at the Cernavoda nuclear plant by the China General Nuclear 
Power Corporation (with an estimated cost of 6.5 billion EUR). 
Although CGN was the sole bidder in the entire process, it still 
awaits for approval on the Romanian (and European) side. The 
same happened with the plan to build an additional energy 
production plant (coal-fired) at the Rovinari complex (the 
selected company was China Huadian Engineering). Agreed in 
2012, at a cost of nearly 1 billion EUR, the construction still has 
not commenced. The development of the Tarnita-Lapusesti 
hydro-power plant faced a similar fate, where a Chinese 
consortium pre-qualified in 2015 for negotiations in the 1.2 
billion EUR project,  but  never moved on. A  final  example  is 
that of modernizing the Mintia thermal power plant, agreed in 
2012 with the China National Electric Engineering Construction 
Corporation (for a sum of 250 million EUR), but whose start is 
still bound to confirmation from the Romanian authorities.62

 Nonetheless, a series of energy investments have actually 
occurred, either in the form of shareholding takeover from 
another owner, or in the completion of construction projects. 
The landmark example is gaining the control of Rompetrol (a 
major oil company and owner of Romania’s largest oil refinery, 
Petromidia)  through  the  acquisition  by  CEFC  of  a  majority 
shareholding in KazMunayGas International from its Kazakh 
owners,  in  2016,  for  a  sum  of  more  than  600  million  USD. 
Starting with 2012, solar energy investments were also made by 
Chinese companies (such as ET Solar or Lightway Green New 
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Energy) through acquiring or building several photovoltaic 
parks and related power plants, but with a lesser value than the 
one attributed to the Rompetrol purchase.63

 Other small-scale FDI poured into Romania, as Chinese 
companies and entrepreneurs invested in the country long 
before the Belt-and-Road Initiative, being one of the predilect 
destinations for economic involvement in Eastern Europe at 
the beginning of the ‘2000s. Thus, the Eurosport DHS bicycle 
factory can be mentioned, along with Sinoroma (tobacco 
industry), Lemnking (wood processing), Vortex (low-cost 
electronics) and the ICT giants ZTE and Huawei. The latter 
have announced plans to invest more than 100 million USD in 
the near future.64 Therefore, Romania is largely a story of energy 
investments, complemented by a varied (small) portfolio in the 
light industry, telecom or agri-food business.

 Bulgaria. Slovenia. Croatia. 

The  other  three  EU  countries  feature  less  high-profile  Chinese 
endeavours, although they are not entirely absent. In Bulgaria, 
a  joint  venture  between  the  locally-incorporated  Litex  and  the 
Chinese company Great Wall Motors was launched in 2012, set 
to place this Balkan state on the regional map of the automotive 
industry. With ambitious goals to hire as much as 2000 people, 
the endeavor did not – so far – rise to expectations and it rather 
developed into a mere assembly point of Chinese-imported parts 
and complete kits, while only batteries being manufactured 
locally.65 In 2017, the company also filed for bankruptcy, remaining 
to be seen if it manages to restructure the production in order to 
escape indebtedness or it will enter liquidation.66

 On the other hand, the only publicized current investments 
in Slovenia and Croatia relate to the IT sector and to a modest 
niche in the auto industry. Although relatively valuable, they 
are singular and one-off transactions that follow no (strategic) 
pattern, but only seizing a good deal. Thus, Slovenia saw its 

63  A comparative account (with Bulgaria) is provided by Jan Drahokoupil, Vassil Kirov, Aurelian Muntean and Elena Radu, ‘Chinese Investment in Romania and 
Bulgaria’, in Jan Drahokoupil (ed.), Chinese investment in Europe: corporate strategies and labour relations (Brussels: European Trade Union Institute, 2017), p. 144. 
64  See the ETNC Report for Romania prepared by Iulia Monica Oehler-Sincai, ‘Chinese Investment in Romania: More Lost Opportunities than Im-
plemented Projects’, supra note 62, p. 129. Also see the report from supra note 63, pp. 145-146.
65  See Jan Drahokoupil, Vassil Kirov, Aurelian Muntean and Elena Radu, ‘Chinese Investment in Romania and Bulgaria’, supra note 63, pp. 146 et seq.
66   ‘Bulgaria’s Litex Motors files for bankruptcy’, The Economist Intelligence Unit, 1 April 2017, available online at http://www.eiu.com/industry/arti-
cle/895310473/bulgarias-litex-motors-files-for-bankruptcy/2017-04-01 (consulted on 03.02.2018).
67  See the report prepared by the Investment Promotion Agency of Ministry of Commerce of the P.R.China (CIPA), ‘China-Central and Eastern Euro-
pean Investment Cooperation Report’, China-CEEC Liaison Mechanism for Investment Promotion Agencies (2016), p. 119. Also see ‘TAM Durabus Boss 
Laments Red Tape’, The Slovenia Times, 16 September 2013, available online at http://www.sloveniatimes.com/tam-durabus-boss-laments-red-tape 
(consulted on 03.02.2018).
68   ‘Chinese Zhejiang Jinke Entertainment Culture reportedly acquires Slovenia’s Talking Tom for €1bn’, bne IntelliNews, 6 January 2017, available online at http://
www.intellinews.com/chinese-zhejiang-jinke-entertainment-culture-reportedly-acquires-slovenia-s-talking-tom-for-1bn-113249/ (consulted on 03.02.2018).
69   Nani Klepo, ‘China’s Offering in the Western Balkans’, DAVA | Strategic Analysis, Analytic Brief no. 6 (November 2017), available online at https://
davastrat.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/dava-analytic-brief-no-6-2017.pdf (consulted on 03.02.2018). Also see the CIPA Report, supra note 67.
70  Judith Evans, ‘WElink Energy agrees £1bn deal to build 8,000 green homes’, Financial Times, 15 January 2016, available online at https://www.
ft.com/content/7aba71dc-bba7-11e5-bf7e-8a339b6f2164 (consulted on 03.02.2018).
71   An excellent analysis of the entire project is offered by Mladen Grgić, ‘Chinese infrastructural investments in the Balkans: political implications of the 
highway project in Montenegro’, Territory, Politics, Governance, Special issue: Grounding China’s Global Integration, 2018.

first major Chinese investment in 2013 when CHTC took over 
51% of the shares in TAM Durabus, a Maribor-based producer of 
buses.67 Moreover, the rather peculiar 1 billion USD purchase of 
the Slovenian ‘talking cat’ app by Zhejiang Jinke68 can barely be 
attributed to an expansion pattern. Similarly, the only reported 
Chinese ventures in Croatia relates to the acquisition of 10% 
shares  from Rimac Automobili  (for  30 million EUR)69 and to 
the  commencement  of  a  housing  project  by  China  National 
Building Materials Group together with a British company.70 

 Montenegro. Macedonia. Albania. 

This grouping of Balkan states could well be called the ‘transport 
3’. Chinese interest for all of them seems to be largely restricted 
to the development of infrastructure and transiting capacities. 
Rails, highways, airports and renewal of merchant fleets are 
endeavours in which the Chinese side expressed its willingness 
to take part, thus ensuring an increased connectivity with its 
regional pivots, Greece and Serbia.

 In Montenegro,  Beijing’s  most  important  project  deals 
with building a highway between the port of Bar and the 
border with Serbia (finally reaching Belgrade), accompanied 
by an upgraded rail line. As the financing was approved by 
China’s Exim Bank (in 2014) for a sum of 688 million EUR, the 
construction process for the first section commenced one year 
later. The main contractor is the Chinese company CRBC, while 
local  companies  would  ensure  30%  of  the  work.  Considered 
economically unfeasible by international and local experts 
alike, non-financeable by Western creditors, the highway 
remained  a  politically  motivated  project,  which  Beijing  saw 
no problem in financing, building and using afterwards.71 If 
the European institutions only took commercial aspects into 
consideration, China acted strategically ensuring not only 
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a deeper type of partnership, but also an alternative route to 
Belgrade from the coast, if the Piraeus path through Macedonia 
ever got blocked.

 Similarly, in 2015, Montenegro signed (together with 
Albania) a memorandum of understanding with China’s Pacific 
Construction Group for constructing their segments of the so-
called ‘Blue Corridor’ running along the Ionian and Adriatic 
shores from Greece to Italy (via Albania, Montenegro and 
Croatia). At the same time, a couple of Sinic companies have 
searched for opportunities in the country’s underused hydro 
potential offering to build plants on the Moraca and Komarnica 
rivers,  amounting  to  a  total  of more  than  650 million  EUR. 
Beijing  –  again  through  the  Exim  bank  –  also  took  lead  in 
financing Montenegro’s quest for relaunching its vanished 
merchant fleet, dedicating approximately 100 million EUR for 
this finality.72

 Macedonia is a more modest story of Chinese involvement. 
Its landlocked position presents challenges, but also 
opportunities for Beijing, as it is one of the few great creditors 
that have not been left over-cautious by the political turmoil 
and variable evolution. Thus, the bilateral cooperation started 
as early as 2002 when Macedonia and China International 
Water and Electric Corp. agreed for the latter to build the 
Kozjak hydro plant  (partially  financed by  the Bank of China, 
which granted a loan of 87 million USD out of the total value of 
170 million USD)73. 

 However, a more intense activity began after 2010 in the 
transport/infrastructure sector. In that year, the Zhengzhou 
Yutong Group supplied more than 200 buses for the capital’s 
public transport, while in 2014 the CSR Corporation provided 
diesel and electric trains under EBRD funding. In 2014, the 
Exim  Bank  also  provided  a  funding  of  574  million  EUR  for 
two stretches of high-way (Kicevo-Ohrid in the West and 
Miladinovici-Stip in the East), while the Chinese company 
Sinohydro performed all the construction work, which was 
scheduled to end in late 2017. Discussions are also well 
underway for modernising the railway in order to enhance the 
swift  transport  towards  the  EU.74 For China, Macedonia is a 
transit point, but one with a high stake in ensuring its Balkan 
route from Piraeus to Budapest.

 Albania  –  despite  earlier  efforts  to  attract  Beijing’s  FDI 
attention – only obtained commitments in 2014 from the Exim 

72  See the 2016 EBRD report prepared by Oleg Levitin, Jakov Milatovic and Peter Sanfey, supra note 43, p. 8.
73   See the AidData database regarding Chinese development footprint – ‘Bank of China loans 87 million USD for Kozjak hydropower plant in Mace-
donia’, AidData, Institute for the Theory & Practice of International Relations, available online at http://china.aiddata.org/projects/42251 (consulted 
on 03.02.2018).
74  See the 2017 EBRD report by Jens Bastian, supra note 55, pp. 17-19.
75  See the 2016 EBRD report prepared by Oleg Levitin, Jakov Milatovic and Peter Sanfey, supra note 43, p. 11.
76  Plamen Tonchev, ‘China’s Road: into the Western Balkans’, European Union Institute for Security Studies (EUISS), EUISS Brief - Issue 3 (February 
2017), p. 3, available online at https://www.iss.europa.eu/sites/default/files/EUISSFiles/Brief%203%20China%27s%20Silk%20Road.pdf (consulted on 
04.02.2018).

Bank in financing the finalization of the Arbër highway to 
Macedonia, by using the Chinese State Construction Company 
as a prime contractor. Thus, a strategic link with the port of 
Durrës (where a large industrial park is also envisioned to 
appear with Chinese support) would be obtained, also ensuring 
an alternative link towards landlocked Serbia and Hungary.75 
Moreover, in 2016, the Geo-Jade Petroleum Corporation 
(Shanghai-incorporated) has acquired control over the most 
important oil fields in the country (Patos-Marinze and Kucova), 
for a  sum of 442 million USD  from a Canadian company. At 
the same time, the Tirana airport – previously operated by a 
consortium of Western investors – was sold to the Chinese-
owned Everbright and Friedmann Pacific Asset Management.76

V. The Balkan Patchwork: 
China’s Formal 

Cooperation Mechanisms 

 Beyond actual economic activity within partner states, 
laying out formal cooperation frameworks is a measure that 
ensures a higher standard of mutual trust. In this sense, Beijing 
offered its Balkan counterparts an entire range of legal and 
economic instruments (bilateral and multilateral) from which 
to choose their own level of involvement within China’s global 
project. There was no conditionality, but rather an open-door 
policy for (almost) anyone to join – with the exception of Kosovo 
– whenever they saw fit. Its acceptance to be ‘bound’ by the 
functional mechanisms of treaties, international organizations 
and financial institutions increased China’s appeal even more. 
And  it  allowed  Beijing  to  become  a  significant  rule-maker  – 
designing its own institutional nexus – rather than remain a 
passive ‘consumer’ of transposed Western-based legal norms. 

 In this sense, the legal-economic instruments advanced by 
Beijing in the Balkans are comprehensive, although lacking the 
security and political frameworks which are offered for Asian 
countries. There is no mechanism similar to the Shanghai 
Cooperation Organisation, as China does not wish to challenge 
the European Union and NATO in an area patched with their 
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member states and of crucial strategic importance. Quite 
the other way round, the Sinic partner is content that other 
organizations will do the heavy-lifting in ensuring security, 
decent legal frameworks and relatively steady (although 
impoverished) economies. Although more politically troubled, 
the Balkans do not come with the same exposure to the 
meltdown of the state system, as it happens in other parts of 
intensive Chinese investment.

 That is why – from an institutional and legal perspective 
–  Beijing  offers  one  (or  more)  of  the  following  models  of 
cooperation, which can be cumulated as desired: (a) participation 
in the Belt-and-Road Initiative (including membership in the 
AIIB); (b) participation in the 16+1 cooperation format; (c) bilateral 
investment treaties; (d) double taxation agreements. While the 
first two are supposedly multilateral in nature, the latter two are 
strictly normative arrangements on a bilateral basis. In addition, 
as a preliminary observation, it must be noted that Kosovo is not 
included  in any of  these  frameworks, as  it does not enjoy  from 
China’s (or all its neighbors’) international recognition.

  A. The Belt-and-Road Initiative: Looking for 
a Balkan ‘Terminal’

 The Belt-and-Road has been described as a ‘vision’ rather 
than a strict plan with a fixed membership. It is open for 
everyone along the way (and from afar), with any local or 
regional  micro-project,  allowing  it  to  be  an  endeavor  that 
develops gradually. It was officially launched as a landmark 
quest of president Xi Jinping’s administration in 2013, with 
the occasion of a speech at Nazarbayev University in Astana77, 
where he expressed the desire to ‘revive’ the ancient Silk Road. 
Stretching from China to Europe upon multiple land-based 
routes such an ‘economic belt’ would undoubtedly have a 
terminus point in the Balkans (through the Turkish route) and 
one in Eastern Europe (through the Russian route).78 Moreover, 
the sea-based ‘maritime road’ (formally launched as a second 
pillar of the BRI during a visit to Indonesia)79 would have a first 
major stop in Piraeus.

  As  it was  shown,  ‘among all  the  stated objectives,  two of 

77   Speech delivered on 7th September 2013 at Nazarbayev University, Astana – ‘Work Together to Build the Silk Road Economic Belt’, as presented in 
Xi Jinping, The Governance of China, Foreign Languages Press, Beijing, 2014, p. 315.
78  For more details about the BRI, also see our previous study – Horia Ciurtin, ‘A Pivot to Europe: China’s Belt-and-Road Balancing Act’, European 
Institute of Romania, Policy Brief no. 5 (December 2017), available online at http://www.ier.ro/sites/default/files/pdf/Final_Policy%20Brief%205_
Horia%20Ciurtin%20-%20A%20Pivot%20  to%20Europe_web.pdf (consulted on 27.01.2018). The entire ‘vision’ document prepared by the Chi-
nese government can be consulted - Office of the Leading Group for the Belt and Road Initiative, Building the Belt and Road: Concept, Practice and 
China’s Contribution,  Foreign Languages Press, Beijing, May  2017, p.  2, available online at https://eng.yidaiyilu.gov.cn/wcm.files/upload/CMSydy-
lyw/201705/201705110537027.pdf (consulted on 06.02.2018).
79  See the speech from 3rd October 2013 delivered at the People’s Representative Council of Indonesia, entitled ‘Work Together to Build a 21st Century 
Maritime Silk Road’ in Xi Jinping, The Governance of China, supra note 77, pp. 320 et seq.
80  For this purpose, see our previous study Horia Ciurtin, ‘A Pivot to Europe: China’s Belt-and-Road Balancing Act’, European Institute of Romania, 
supra note 78, p. 9.

them stood apart: (a) transport infrastructure to link the 
Pacific and the Baltic, (b) “promotion of unimpeded trade” 
and facilitation of investment. In other words, a vision of 
free-flowing capital, goods and postmodern caravans passing 
through endless steppes and deserts on their way to the 
European  Union.’80 And the Balkans are the proper way in, 
benefitting from all the infrastructural build-up required by 
the BRI’s ambitious targets. 

 One only needs to take into consideration how China 
agreed to fund and construct (or upgrade) roads and rails 
from various coastal areas up into the European heartland: 
(a) the corridor from Piraeus to Budapest (via Belgrade), (b) 
the highway from the port of Bar in Montenegro to Belgrade, 
(c) the finalization of the Arbër highway which would link the 
Durrës port of Albania to the highway crossing Macedonia 
(up  to Belgrade) or  (d)  the projected highway  from Croatia’s 
port of Split to Banja Luka in Bosnia-Herzegovina. All of them 
represent alternative routes that lead to the Serbian-Hungarian 
cluster, China’s shorter path to the European Union.

 In one way or another, all the Balkan states are of importance 
for the Belt-and-Road Initiative. They provide a cross-cut to 
China’s largest export market through an area with less global 
competition active and whose modest state of economy would 
ensure a medium-term stability in those states’ favorable view 
of Beijing. In addition, the Balkans provide not only access by 
road or rail to Central Europe, but also a commonly-ignored 
fluvial path through the Danube. By using Romania’s Black 
Sea entry point and continuing along with Bulgaria, Serbia and 
Hungary, the goods arriving from China by large cargo ships 
can be transferred onto barges and sent upstream as far as 
Germany where a link with the Rhine also exists.

 In terms of actual Belt-and-Road coordination, it remains 
to  be  seen  whether  the  existing  Balkan  projects  –  many  of 
them pre-dating the initiative – will be refashioned under the 
BRI umbrella and offered a more consistent direction. At the 
present moment, from the dedicated BRI instruments (the 
Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank and the Silk Road Fund), 
none has been used in the region and none of the Balkan states 
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is a full standing member of the AIIB. Only Greece and Romania have expressed their formal interest in the AIIB and were granted 
the status of ‘prospective members’. 

Figure 8 – 16+1 Participation and BITs with China in the Balkans
[Source: UNCTAD/China-CEEC]81

 B. The 16+1 Format: Discussions Together, 
Deals Apart

 On the other hand, the 16+1 format is a different story. 
It has now been considered by many analysts (and senior 
diplomats) as a constituent part of the Belt-and-Road, but 
its genealogy and structure reveal its (relative) autonomy, 
although complementary functionality. This particular 
framework emerged before the advent of the BRI, presenting 
a more coherent concept and membership. More precisely, in 
2011, premier Wen Jiabao visited Hungary, expressing China’s 
desire for a closer cooperation with the states of Central and 
Eastern Europe (hereafter, CEE). In front of their gathered 
representatives at the economic forum in Budapest, he 
announced the creation of a new – formal – mechanism meant 
to enhance such relations.

 The following year, the 16+1 format was officially launched 

81   For China’s BIT’s concluded with the Balkan states we used the Investment Policy Hub, a database compiled by UNCTAD, available here http://
investmentpolicyhub.unctad.org/IIA/CountryBits/42#iiaInnerMenu. For the states that take part in the 16+1 format, we consulted the official page of 
the Secretariat for Cooperation between China and Central and Eastern European Countries, available here http://www.china-ceec.org/eng/. 
82   Marcin Kaczmarski and Jakub Jakóbowski, ‘China on Central-Eastern Europe: ‘16+1’ as seen from Beijing’, Centre for Eastern Studies, OSW Com-
mentary 166 (15 April 2015), available online at https://www.osw.waw.pl/sites/default/files/commentary_166.pdf (consulted on 06.02.2018).
83  See ‘China’s Twelve Measures for Promoting Friendly Cooperation with Central and Eastern European Countries’, available online at http://www.
china-ceec.org/eng/zdogjhz_1/t1410595.htm (consulted on 06.02.2018).

at  the Warsaw  summit  (2012),  granting  the  project  a  visible 
level  of  institutionalization  (and  not  just  a  loose-floating 
agenda) by establishing a China-CEE Cooperation Secretariat 
in Beijing. More  importantly,  the cooperative  framework was 
substantiated by adopting a series of ‘12 Measures’ designed 
to form the constitutional commitment of China toward its 16 
partners.82 The most of them were financial in nature, ranging 
from  the  establishment  of  a  10  billion  USD  special  credit 
line, the creation of an investment fund (with a 500 million 
USD  goal  for  the  first  phase),  to  currency  swaps,  cultural 
cooperation, academic exchanges, tourism and an increased 
trading activity.83

 Further summits followed in Bucharest (2013), Belgrade 
(2014), Suzhou (2015), Riga (2016) and Budapest (2017), each 
strengthening the institutional guidelines for cooperation 
and advancing – at least rhetorically – towards ever-closer 
relations. The most notable infrastructural project announced 
under the 16+1 format took place in 2014 Belgrade summit when 
China, Serbia and Hungary agreed on building the Budapest-
Belgrade railway, while financial ones have been announced 

http://www.china-ceec.org/eng/
http://www.china-ceec.org/eng/
https://www.osw.waw.pl/sites/default/files/commentary_166.pdf
http://www.china-ceec.org/eng/zdogjhz_1/t1410595.htm
http://www.china-ceec.org/eng/zdogjhz_1/t1410595.htm
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as soon as 2012 (in the form of currency swaps with Hungary 
and Albania).84  However,  many  of  the  projects  encountered 
regulatory hurdles on the EU territory, leaving Balkan non-EU 
countries to be the largest beneficiaries in terms of road and 
rail construction, while the EU countries registered the highest 
levels of trading activities with China.

 When analyzing 16+1 from a structural perspective, it is 
easy to observe that the group is formed exclusively of post-
Communist states, having 9 members in the Balkans (all with 
the exception of Greece and Kosovo), the 3 Baltic states and 
the 4 Visegrád states. They share a mutually understandable 
historical path and face common challenges on the fringes 
of  the  European  Union’s  ‘inner  core’.  Nonetheless,  they  are 
heterogonous in terms of economic development and strategic 
interests, making it impossible for them to form a coherent 
bloc that would negotiate unitarily with China. 85  

 The 16+1 format is – thus – rather one of collective dialogue 
and bilateral deals86, each CEE state looking out for Chinese 
investments (and trade) to benefit itself and ignoring (or 
willingly avoiding) to form a region-wide development 
paradigm. In this sense, the framework appears more like a 
venue for small states to discuss with the ‘+1’ and less to discuss 
among themselves, with a pair of more ‘dedicated’ partners 
(Hungary and Serbia), while the others have difficulties in 
articulating a clear position with respect to their membership 
goals. 

 Moreover, since the 2015 Suzhou summit, the 16+1 
countries have explicitly been invited to “to make full use of 
the opportunities offered by the Belt and Road initiative to 
steadily expand cooperation and in turn contribute to the 
initiative”.87 Therefore, the two cooperation patterns – although 
functionally distinct – are thought to work in synergy, allowing 
the Balkan states to also obtain funding from AIIB or the Silk 
Road Fund and seize different opportunities in infrastructural 
build-up. In other words, the 16+1 format represents China’s 
willingness to address the CEE countries (including the Balkan 
ones) separately from their more developed peers across the 
continent, in a bid to increase connectivity. And to reduce the 
84  In this latter regard, see Jurica Simurina, ‘China’s Approach to the CEE-16’, Europe China Research and Advice Network (ECRAN), Short Term Policy 
Brief 85 (January 2014), available online at  http://eeas.europa.eu/archives/docs/china/docs/division_ecran/ecran_is107_paper_85_chinas_approach_
to_the_cee-16_jurica_simurina_en.pdf (consulted on 06.02.2018).
85  Zuokui Liu, ‘The Pragmatic Cooperation between China and CEE: Characteristics, Problems and Policy Suggestions’, Institute of European Studies, 
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, Working Papers Series on European Studies, Vol. 7, No. 6 (2013), pp. 4 et seq.
86  Also see Marsela Musabelliu, ‘China’s Belt and Road Initiative Extension to Central and Eastern European Countries - Sixteen Nations, Five Sum-
mits, Many Challenges’, Croatian International Relations Review, Volume 23, Issue 78, p. 65, available online at https://www.degruyter.com/download-
pdf/j/cirr.2017.23.issue-78/cirr-2017-0007/cirr-2017-0007.pdf (consulted on 06.02.2018).
87  ‘The Medium-Term Agenda for Cooperation between China and Central and Eastern European Countries’, Suzhou Summit, November 2015, 
http://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/zxxx_662805/t1318038.shtml (consulted on 06.02.2018). 
88  For an ample presentation of this phenomenon, see Karl P. Sauvant and Michael D. Nolan, ‘China’s Outward Foreign Direct Investment and Inter-
national Investment Law’, Journal of International Economic Law, Volume 18, Issue 4 (2015).

implicit symbolical asymmetries when meeting with 16 states 
instead of one.

 C. BITs and DTAs: Keeping It Bilateral

 At the present moment, the Chinese BIT program is 
in full expansion, following the trend of its outward direct 
investment.88 Projects and assets abroad need to be protected, 
well beyond the goodwill of (once) friendly politicians that rule 
the host state. While high-level intergovernmental relations 
might be necessary to initiate and establish the operation, they 
are not sufficient. Change of regime (such as in Myanmar), 
popular backlash against Chinese companies (such as in 
Vietnam) or civil war and state break-up (such as in the case of 
Sudan) are important lessons that the Chinese geoeconomists 
have well learnt. Normative instruments for the protection 
of investments might be uncomfortable sometimes, but they 
are mandatory for the security of any major capital-exporting 
country.

 And China has understood this necessity quite well. After 
Germany, the country which has signed the most bilateral 
investment treaties (BITs), it is the next in line. Such instruments 
for ensuring against expropriation, unfair and inequitable 
treatment and other damage-inducing measures have been 
concluded by China all across the Balkans. Perceived as a 
politically and economically volatile region, Beijing concluded 
treaties with all the existing states in the ‘90s and – then – 
followed to sign additional agreements with the emergence of 
new states following the dissolution of Yugoslavia. 

 Therefore, the BIT with Bulgaria was signed as early as 
1989, followed by Greece (1992), Slovenia and Croatia (1993), 
Romania (1994), Albania and the (still existing) Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia (1995), Macedonia (1997) and Bosnia-
Herzegovina (2002). While the Yugoslav BIT is applicable 
only to Serbia at this moment, Montenegro is left without 
such an agreement. Kosovo – in line with most other areas of 
international affairs – is outside any possibility of concluding 
such a treaty with a China that does not recognize its sovereign 
standing and independence.

http://eeas.europa.eu/archives/docs/china/docs/division_ecran/ecran_is107_paper_85_chinas_approach_to_the_cee-16_jurica_simurina_en.pdf
http://eeas.europa.eu/archives/docs/china/docs/division_ecran/ecran_is107_paper_85_chinas_approach_to_the_cee-16_jurica_simurina_en.pdf
https://www.degruyter.com/downloadpdf/j/cirr.2017.23.issue-78/cirr-2017-0007/cirr-2017-0007.pdf
https://www.degruyter.com/downloadpdf/j/cirr.2017.23.issue-78/cirr-2017-0007/cirr-2017-0007.pdf
http://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/zxxx_662805/t1318038.shtml
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  However,  turning  back  to  the  BITs  between  Beijing  and 
each Balkan state, it can be observed that they all belong (with 
the ‘tardive’ exception of Bosnia-Herzegovina) to the so-called 
‘second generation’ of Sinic BITs, dating to the 1990-1998 
period. In contrast with the ‘first’ generation which featured 
partners from the developed world, this grouping of BITs 
mainly dealt with developing states from Eastern Europe, 
Africa, Asia or South America. The Balkan treaties follow 
the general pattern of restrictive ISDS clauses and lacking a 
national treatment clause89, making them relatively outdated 
for nowadays position of China which is a net capital exporter 
in the area. However, they are largely in the advantage of such 
partner states who can be brought with much more difficulty 
in front of an arbitral tribunal that would grant damages to 
aggrieved Chinese investors.

  On the other hand, the Beijing’s network of double taxation 
agreements (DTAs) extends to all the countries in the Balkans 
(with the sole exception of Kosovo) in order to mitigate the 
effects of double taxation for companies that operate in both 
jurisdictions. In this context, they are mostly useful to Chinese 
investors that are active in the Balkans, but who – in addition 
to the effects of such DTAs – often obtain preferential tax 
treatments (in non-EU countries) on a contractual basis.

89  Axel Berger, ‘Hesitant Embrace: China’s Recent Approach to International Investment Rule-Making’, The Journal of World Investment & Trade, 16 
(2015), p. 845.
90  In this sense, see the analysis of Tom Miller, China’s Asian Dream: Empire Building Along the New Silk Road, supra note 19, p. 240: “China will deliver 
trade, investment and other economic goodies to all partners that accommodate – or, at the very least, do not challenge – its core interests. China relies 
on economic diplomacy because it lacks political leverage”.

VI. A Euro-Atlantic 
Dilemma: How to Deal with 

(Chinese) Competition in 
the Balkans?

 Money, infrastructure and friendly summits might not bring 
– by themselves – the advent of  ‘communities of values’ such as 
NATO or the EU, but they surely make recipients more cautious 
in taking stances that might offend their creditors. Capital inflows 
do not ensure steadfast loyalty, but they can ‘lend’ it for a while 
and conduce to a tacit alignment of positions in issues that do 
not require sacrificing crucial interests. And China is speaking 
softly indeed. It does not ask anyone to compromise on its own 
strategic necessities. It rather ‘appreciates’ if its regional partners 
do not express positions against its ‘core interests’ in matters such 
as Xinjiang, Tibet, Taiwan or territorial disputes within the East 
and South China Seas.90 

 Therefore, in this final stage of the analysis, it is crucial to 
understand the manner in which formal links are complemented 
by soft (and not so soft) power instruments in order to obtain 
a tacit endorsement of China’s global approach or – at least 
– to prevent disapprovals from being voiced. As a self-styled 
‘non-intrusive’  actor,  Beijing  takes  a  cautious  approach  in 
developing a friendly cluster of Balkan partners, treading with 
great care not to directly challenge the region’s great power: 
the  European  Union.  Nonetheless,  in  fundamental  issues,  it 
sometimes acts decisively and uses all its (economic) leverage 
to obtain a (political) veto within the Council. 

  But what does this level of influence mean for the EU itself? 
Should China’s approach be seen as an alarm signal or – rather – 
as an opportunity to have a co-interested partner in developing 
much needed infrastructure? What does it represent for NATO? 
A mild security threat or a pathway to increased stability? The 
Euro-Atlantic institutions are caught in a dilemma. They have 
a need for other (prosperous) actors willing to invest in the 
Balkans as responsible stakeholders to the region’s future. But 
they also fear the risks of having an external global power (with 
a different agenda) in such a volatile environment, within their 
vulnerable flank.
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 In order to map out answers to these questions, it shall 
first  be  analyzed  how  Balkan  states  reacted  when  the  EU 
seemed to take a stronger position towards China and how 
ready  they  generally  are  to  accommodate  Beijing’s  strategic 
needs. Afterwards, the implications of such an influence shall 
be assessed, in light of China’s own motivations for being 
present  within  the  region,  showing  how  the  EU  and  NATO 
need to properly calibrate their response rather than be overly 
defensive in regard to an already major stakeholder. 

 A. Friends with (Strategic) Benefits: Between 
Alignment and Self-Restraint

 In terms of answering to Sinic sensibilities, the track-record 
of Balkan states speaks for itself. The ‘privileged’ pivots in the 
region – Greece and Serbia – have gradually restructured their 
international agendas so as to go in line with the ‘strategic 
partnerships’ concluded with China. While the other EU states 
in the region have followed Brussels’ lead on the main policy 
issues  regarding  Beijing  and  the  non-EU  countries  preferred 
not to get squashed between the (sometimes) adverse positions, 
Greece and Serbia manifested actively in supporting Chinese 
interests even if that meant going against the Union’s tactical 
approach.

 Such a situation is hardly difficult to understand. A cash-
starved Athens, without many ‘sponsors’ left to offer generous 
investment after its post-crisis meltdown, was inclined to 
allow Beijing  to  play  an  ever  increasing  role  in  its  economy. 
As the EU and IMF (and Euro-based private banks) adhered to 
strict conditionalities when granting aid or loans, the Chinese 
creditors played the exact opposite role: flexible, direct, 
without demanding structural reforms, austerity or measures 
that might have been politically unpopular for the ruling party. 
And such an economical influence translated into political 
leverage.

 For instance, in July 2016, Greece and Croatia91 (along 
with  Hungary)  mellowed-down  the  town  of  EU’s  statement 
of support for the South China Sea arbitral award (where the 
Philippines’ claims were endorsed against those of China), 
91   Croatia’s behavior in this instance appears – however – to have been influenced by its own maritime demarcation proceedings with Slovenia, rather 
than by an acquiescence to Chinese sensibilities. 
92   See Theresa Fallon, ‘The EU, The South China Sea, and China’s Successful Wedge Strategy’, Asia Maritime Transparency Initiative, 13 October 2016, 
available online at https://amti.csis.org/eu-south-china-sea-chinas-successful-wedge-strategy/ (consulted on 07.02.2018).
93   Robin Emmott and Angeliki Koutantou, ‘Greece blocks EU statement on China human rights at UN’, Reuters, 18 June 2017, available online at https://
uk.reuters.com/article/uk-eu-un-rights/greece-blocks-eu-statement-on-china-human-rights-at-un-idUKKBN1990G0 (consulted on 07.02.2018).
94   Dragan Pavlicevic, ‘The geoeconomics of Sino-Serbian relations: The view from China’, in ‘China’s Investment in Influence: The Future of 16+1 Co-
operation’, European Council on Foreign Relations, China Analysis, 199 (December 2016), pp. 12-13, available at http://www.ecfr.eu/page/-/China_Anal-
ysis_Sixteen_Plus_One.pdf (consulted on 08.02.2018).
95  Jason Miks, ‘A Nobel Account’, The Diplomat, 14 December 2010, available online at https://thediplomat.com/2010/12/a-nobel-account/ (consulted on 08.02.2018).

nearly transforming it into an unconvincing (and confusing) 
position  that  failed  to meet  the  envisioned purpose. The EU 
has – in this sense – been ‘neutralized’92 by its necessity to have 
a unanimous vote in matters of common foreign and security 
policy and the presence of member-states that did not want 
a language too ‘strong’ in upholding international law and its 
mandatory character. 

 A year later (in 2017) the same happened when Greece 
blocked  an  EU  statement  to  the  United  Nations  Human 
Rights Council that pertained to Beijing’s approach on human 
rights. Considering it an ‘unconstructive criticism of China’, 
the Hellenic representatives entirely stopped the Union from 
taking any position at  the UN.93 And not because there were 
actual doubts upon the substantive issues to be affirmed in 
such a statement, but rather because “separate EU talks with 
China outside the U.N. were a better avenue for discussions”, 
as a Greek diplomat argued.

 Both examples are illustrations of how a state that is 
increasingly reliant on Chinese capital might decide to 
exercise international self-restraint, even if that means going 
against the position of 25 or 27 of its EU counterparts (and the 
Union’s  central  institutions).  No  direct  pressure  from  China 
was detected at any point, but rather Greece willingly aligned 
with the ‘core interests’ of its Asian partner. Voluntary gestures 
of international goodwill, but at an increasing rate. And with 
an enormous stake. While no ‘stick’ was wielded by China, an 
(economic) ‘carrot’ was expected by Greece.

 At the same time, Serbia has taken a similar path, although 
having additional reasons and less EU institutional limits. While 
Belgrade maintained a strict policy of denying Taiwan’s right 
to autonomous existence, China genuinely shared a (political) 
interest in the denial of Kosovo’s independence (also offering 
support at the International Court of Justice). Along the same 
line, Serbia openly acknowledged Beijing’s concerns regarding 
the South China Sea and never entered the uncomfortable 
discussion about human rights94, halfway boycotting the Nobel 
ceremony for Liu Xiaobo, due to a ‘tactical move aimed at 
maintenance of strategic relations with China’.95
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  Unlike Greece, Belgrade  is politically co-interested in the 
principles  upheld  by  Beijing,  considering  it  to  be  one  of  the 
‘four pillars’ for its wider strategic approach. Therefore, in the 
case of this partnership, an alignment of positions is not merely 
caused by the expectation of remaining on optimal economic 
terms. It is not only incentivized by the ‘carrot’ approach. 
Rather, as Aleksandar Vucic flatteringly argued, such a 
‘goodwill relationship’ arises not due to Serbia’s own economic 
interests, ‘but due to Serbian people’s sincere love of China’.96

 And that can be analyzed in comparison with another 
strategic  indicator:  the  level  of  synchronization with  the  EU 
positions on matters of common foreign and security policy. 
While the 2013 Progress Report showed an alignment of 89%, 
the 2014 one dropped to 62%97 and – in the latest report – it was 
down to 59%.98 That is an unmistakable trend of re-orienting in 
the international arena, seeking a higher level of independence 
while it is not yet a member state and has no clear timetable for 
becoming one. Thus, although Serbia’s declared commitment 
remains toward EU accession, it diversifies its options towards 
other actors in the international agora (including China and 
Russia).

 However, the rest of the Balkan polities remain quite 
moderate  (or even neutral)  in  their position  toward Beijing’s 
international concerns. Thus, with the exception of Republika 
Srpska (and its provocateur-in-chief Milorad Dodik), the other 
states  in the region –  inside and outside the EU – keep their 
stance aligned with  the Union’s. As a  tactical approach,  they 
usually prefer to abstain from taking any position against the 
interests of China (as much as possible), but will not step over 
the line and antagonize the EU institutions and fellow-states. 
It is a diplomatic attempt to silently navigate between the 
Scylla  of  Brussels-based  policy  and  the  Charybdis  of  Beijing 
sensibilities.

96  ‘China, Serbia vow to lift strategic partnership’, Xinhua, 26 November 2015, available online at http://www.xinhuanet.com/en-
glish/2015-11/26/c_134859158.htm (consulted on 07.02.2018).
97    European Commission, ‘Serbia 2014 Progress Report’, Brussels, 8.10.2014, COM(2014) 700 final, p. 62, available at https://ec.europa.eu/neighbour-
hood-enlargement/sites/near/files/pdf/key_documents/2014/ 20140108-serbia-progress-report_en.pdf (consulted on 07.02.2018).
98   European Commission, ‘Serbia 2016 Report’, Brussels, 9.11.2016, COM(2016) 715 final, p. 80, available at https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-en-
largement/sites/near/files/pdf/key_documents/2016/20161109_report _serbia.pdf (consulted on 08.02.2018).
99    See  the HCSS  report prepared  by  Sijbren de  Jong, Willem Th. Oosterveld, Michel Roelen, Katharine Klacansky, Agne  Sileikaite and Rianne 
Siebenga, ‘A Road to Riches or a Road to Ruin? The Geo-Economic Implications of China’s New Silk Road’, The Hague Centre for Strategic Studies 
(HCSS) (2017), p. 13, available at http://hcss.nl/sites/default/files/files/reports/Geoeconomics_Behind_OBOR_2_August10_HCSS.pdf (consulted on 
09.02.2018).
100   See ‘EU arms embargo on China’ from the SIPRI Database on Arms Embargoes, Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, available at 
https://www.sipri.org/databases/embargoes/eu_arms_embargoes/china (consulted on 08.02.2018).
101  See the the SIPRI Arms Transfers Database, Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, available at http://armstrade.sipri.org/armstrade/
page/values.php (consulted on 08.02.2018).

 B. A Matter of (European) Balance: 
Understanding the Challenge

 Putting in context all these divergent phenomena can be a 
daunting task. Understanding the Balkans was already difficult 
for the Brussels-based institutions. And China’s growing 
involvement in the region only compounds the embedded 
complexity.  While  the  Union  confronted  lesser  economic 
actors with a disruptive agenda (such as Russia), it never met 
such a high-caliber financial power engaged not in a ‘spoiler’ 
game, but in a systematic development project. A project that 
goes along  (and not  against)  the EU enlargement policy  and 
converges with it in China’s desire to have a cluster of local 
partners  that  ensure  it  access  to  the  Union’s  core.  Unlike 
Moscow’s  Balkan  game,  Beijing’s  long-term  strategy  in  the 
region does not involve cultivating a network of distant and 
defiant protectorates that would undermine stability. It rather 
needs a stable political environment that allows its goods to 
transit or its local proxy-factories to produce undisturbed. 

 And that is why the European institutions need to well grasp 
the motivations of China’s presence in the Balkans and what it 
really seeks to accomplish there. Thucydides’ traps might seem 
to lay everywhere, but they become truly operational only if 
both actors allow themselves to fall into a default defensive 
position. Thus, before finding solutions for an assumed ‘threat’, 
one must understand the competition’s logic and the manner 
in which it challenges the established actor of the region.

 Security. First of all, it must be noted that – from a ‘hard’ 
military-strategic point of view – the Chinese presence is 
extremely reduced, almost non-existent.99  For  all  the  EU 
states in the region there is an ongoing arms embargo against 
the PRC, dating back to the 1989 events from Tiananmen.100 
On the other hand, while the non-EU member states are not 
directly bound by such a limitation, there were no recorded 
arms exports or imports regarding China in the last 20 
years.101 Neither were their national defense industries so 
advanced so that it would warrant Chinese acquisitions, nor 
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were their needs compatible with Beijing’s offer.

 However, there have been numerous instances of ‘military 
diplomacy’ in the area. This approach is broadly defined as “as 
a set of non-combat activities carried out by [China’s] armed 
forces to advance its national diplomatic interests” and consists 
of: (a) joint military exercises, (b) high-level military dialogues 
and (c) naval port calls.102 

 In this sense, the most intense relation has been with 
Romania which had 37 interactions in the 2003-2016 period (2 
joint military exercises, 1 port call and 34 senior-level meetings), 
followed by Greece with 30 interactions (2 joint exercises, 4 port 
calls and 26 staff meetings) and Bulgaria with 26. Serbia ranked 
the 4th (17 interactions) and Croatia was next in line with 11 and 
Macedonia with 8. Bosnia-Herzegovina, Montenegro, Slovenia 
and Albania were also on the list with marginal positions, while 
Kosovo was entirely absent.103

 In addition, there have been concerns about the security 
implications of COSCO’s takeover of the Piraeus port and 
its potential dual-purpose use (commercial and military) in 
future crises across the Mediterranean.104 However, such a path 
remains highly unlikely and it would – perhaps – be strictly 
limited to evacuation or rescue mission relating to Chinese 
citizens in North Africa. On the other hand, there have been 
discussions  about  Serbia  establishing  a  joint  venture  in  the 
field of arms manufacturing in order to tap (its once traditional 
markets) in Africa and the Middle East, but no further actions 
emerged out of these preliminary discussions.105

 Thus, the only existing security connection between China 
and the Balkan states relates to symbolic ‘diplomatic’ acts. And 
their level of strategic commitment is extremely low, mainly 
consisting on routine meetings, friendly port calls and small-
scale joint exercises. None of them represents any significance 
for  NATO  or  the  Union’s  CSDP  dimension,  but  have  to  be 
monitored and closely reported within the multilateral formats 
available for each state. On the short- and medium-term, 
China has no capacity for power projection at such distances, 
nor does it want to disturb the regional equilibrium in any way. 
NATO and  the EU have  spent  a  lot  in pacifying  the Balkans 
102  In this regard, see the OSINT instrument provided by CSIS | China Power – ‘How is China bolstering its military diplomatic relations?’, China 
Power, 18 December 2017, available at https://chinapower.csis.org/china-military-diplomacy/ (consulted on 08.02.2018). Also 
103  The origin of the data is the report by  Kenneth Allen, Philip C. Saunders and John Chen, ‘Chinese Military Diplomacy, 2013-2016: Trends and Impli-
cations’, Institute for National Strategic Studies, National Defense University, Washington D.C., China Strategic Perspectives, No. 11 (July 2017), pp. 62 et 
seq., available online at http://ndupress.ndu.edu/Portals/68/Documents/stratperspective/china/ChinaPerspectives-11.pdf?ver=2017-07-17-153301-093 
(consulted on 08.02.2018).
104  In this sense, see Plamen Tonchev and Polyxeni Davarinou, ‘Chinese Investment in Greece and the Big Picture of Sino-Greek Relations, supra 
note 54, pp. 55-56.
105  See Loïc Poulain, ‘China’s New Balkan Strategy’, Central Europe Watch 1, No. 2 (August 2011), p. 7.
106   ‘EU advances membership talks for Montenegro, Serbia’, EurActiv, 12 December 2017, available online at https://www.euractiv.com/section/en-
largement/news/eu-advances-membership-talks-for-serbia-montenegro/ (consulted on 09.02.2018).

and Beijing does not want to do any heavy-lifting in ensuring 
security. It rather wishes to ‘signal’ its modest military presence 
from time to time, giving its partners the occasion to assess the 
status of its ‘display’ forces and keep bilateral contacts between 
their upper echelon officer corps.

 Politics

 

However, China’s influence has a completely different set of 
implications for the governance of Balkan states. In this sense, 
Brussels-based policy has been considered – for a long time – to 
be the only game in town. All Balkan states have been pursuing 
EU accession,  as  the only  available path  to prosperity,  albeit 
at different speeds and with variable commitments. While this 
has largely remained so – not a single state retreating from 
negotiations – the prolonged process has politically exhausted 
local elites and constituencies. After Romania and Bulgaria 
joined in 2007, only Croatia was admitted six years later. The 
others’ progress has not led yet to a definitive timeline, but 
only to speculations about a possible 2025 deadline for Serbia 
and Montenegro.106

 And without having a clear deadline in sight, the incentive 
to  follow  EU  rules  is  less  significant.  Especially  when  such 
reforms do result in (temporary) economic and social 
backlash. Governance principles that need to be implemented 
are sometimes seen as dangerous for interest groups that 
have grasped power for decades. And here is where China’s 
Balkan act enters the scene: offering capital, infrastructure 
and business without imposing any political conditions. While 
Euros come with mandatory (painful) reforms, the Yuans flow 
without any strings attached. 

 The attraction is considerable for an actor who is willing 
to invest, trade and build on a large scale, but which does 
not meddle in the way the things are governed. In this sense, 
China is looking merely for the best bilateral deal and is not 
interested in disturbing the internal power equilibrium (or 
stalemate), no matter how corrupt or inequitable it may be. 

https://chinapower.csis.org/china-military-diplomacy/
http://ndupress.ndu.edu/Portals/68/Documents/stratperspective/china/ChinaPerspectives-11.pdf?ver=2017-07-17-153301-093
https://www.euractiv.com/section/enlargement/news/eu-advances-membership-talks-for-serbia-montenegro/
https://www.euractiv.com/section/enlargement/news/eu-advances-membership-talks-for-serbia-montenegro/
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Status quo works  just  fine  in ensuring – and maintaining – a 
Chinese foothold in the area, a strategic position without any 
(political) transformative ambitions.

 Thus, for some power-brokers, China offers a release from 
EU-based pressure whose money-for-reform approach can be 
(temporarily) hedged. Local politicians with no appetite for 
increasing the rule of law, transparency or public accountability 
(along the lines required by the European Union) are quick to 
accept Beijing’s investment even without a proper screening. In 
this manner, Chinese money aids them in performing a double 
task: (a) avoid the EU conditionality for the time being and (b) 
score politically in front of their constituencies by appearing 
as those who managed to attract large – and very visible – 
infrastructure or industrial projects.

 
 Economy

 When dealing with the economic influence of China in the 
region, one must – comparatively – keep in mind the differences 
of scale. While highly significant vis-à-vis other external actors 
(such  as  Russia,  Turkey,  United  States  or  the  Gulf  States), 
Beijing’s mercantile  footprint  is  very  small  in  relation  to  the 
one  deployed  by  the  European  Union.  All  the  member  and 
non-member states from the region are dependent – in trading 
and FDI – upon the Union, who is their irreplaceable partner. 
And  the  Union  does  not  only  offer  good  business,  but  also 
stable and efficient financial mechanisms.

 Nonetheless, despite a more modest involvement in terms 
of size, China’s visibility in the economic realm is very high. 
Symbolic gestures of goodwill, hard infrastructure build-
up and saving of (near) bankrupt industrial plants resulted 
in an increased acceptance from Balkan societies. By using 
marginal  sums  of  money  –  from  Beijing’s  perspective  –  it 
managed to obtain an excellent image as a ‘benign’ actor that 
only seeks mutual benefit. Therefore, China constructed a 
disproportionate influence compared to its actual financial 
efforts.

  And such a situation  is not  just bad PR  for  the European 
Union,  but  also  a  strategic  challenge.  Much  of  the  Union’s 
attraction power depends on its perception as an economic 
powerhouse which maintains a (near) monopoly in the region. 
While it spent the highest sums in stabilizing the crisis-ridden 
Balkans and it currently performs the complex task of reforming 

their systems, its soft-power appeal is gradually decreasing in 
China’s favor. Every state in the region is still committed to the 
EU, but it feels that it is no longer the only available option.

  Nonetheless,  even  though  the Union  remains  the  overall 
dominant economic actor, the trend has been positive for China 
in the last few years, showing an upward direction for its trade 
and FDI positions. It surpassed the other secondary actors in 
almost all Balkan states and it has started to slowly erode the 
EU’s massive share. And for small states such as Montenegro, 
Kosovo or Albania, China’s mercantile power could grow much 
quicker and with comparatively little effort.

  Another  important  issue  is the manner  in which Beijing’s 
economic footprint is being developed in the area. It mainly 
involves state-owned entities working on capital generously 
offered by Chinese banks, as long-term loans to the host 
states. There usually are no public tenders, no openly available 
contracts and the taxation regime for the construction 
companies is also ‘preferential’. Such a modus operandi can 
be  in  direct  contradiction  with  EU  guidelines  (and  norms), 
indirectly excluding European companies from the process. 
In  addition,  the  financing  of  otherwise  unfeasible  projects 
reveals the fact that Chinese companies are not there merely 
for economic profit (which is sometimes entirely absent), but 
to establish a strategic position along trading corridors and 
ensure the ‘friendly’ cooperation of Balkan partners.

  In  this  regard,  the  Union’s  decade-long  efforts  can  be 
undermined by China’s distinct model of doing business. While 
it has little political impact beyond obstructing international 
declarations and allowing local leaders to remain in power 
on  borrowed  money,  Beijing’s  economic  influence  reaches 
systemic levels. More precisely, projects that represent a high 
burden on the host country’s budget are directly awarded 
through closed-door negotiations between state officials. The 
scarce feasibility studies are sometimes discarded, allowing 
untenable constructions to emerge, while competition is 
excluded  from  the  entire  process.  EU  guidelines  concerning 
state aid, competition, labor or environmental conditions are 
discreetly neglected. 

 At the same time, the lack of transparency also raises 
concerns in regard to the proliferation of corruption, 
phenomenon that is endemic in the Balkans and which Chinese 
companies do not feel inclined to tackle as long it brings along 
important contracts. Thus, as it has been shown, such an 
alternative ‘normative’ influence “creeps in - slowly but surely 
- with every project awarded to Beijing. Clearly this influence 
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expands faster where the rules-based order is not yet based on 
firm fundamentals”.107

 Last, but not least, the 16+1 format needs to be placed in 
the proper economic context. While it might seem that China 
is attempting to implement a peripheral integration format 
on EU’s eastern flank, its objectives are far less ambitious and 
threatening.  Beijing  does  not  seek  to  ‘divide’  the  Union  by 
creating artificial fault lines, but rather needs a strong presence 
within  the  EU.  China  might  step  up  its  investment-and-
construction act before many of the WB6 join the Union (and 
are not yet obliged to fully comply with European law), but – on 
the long run – it looks for access to the EU market from within. 
And it well knows that it cannot compete with other intra-EU 
actors once operating on the Union’s level playing field. 

 However, the 16+1 is designed to allow an entrance point 
through Central and Eastern Europe, the EU’s less competitive 
environment, a region where market pressure is the not the most 
intense. For this reason, China is increasing its presence in the 
Balkan bridgehead, well before those countries become more 
and more aligned with the status of development within the 
EU inner core, ensuring long-term access to its most important 
export market. Thus, China’s 16+1 is not a serious challenge for 
the European enlargement process, nor is it a contender that 
aims to undermine the Union itself.  It  is nothing else but an 
instrument devised to facilitate the build-up of an economic 
hub in EU’s softest spot. A pivot for self-consolidation, not one 
for disruption.

107  Michal Makocki and Zoran Nechev, ‘Balkan corruption: the China connection’, European Institute for Security Studies, EUISS Alert no. 22 (2017), 
p. 2, available at https://www.iss.europa.eu/content/balkan-corruption-china-connection (consulted on 10.02.2018).
108  China currently occupies the 25th place out of 30 actors in the global soft-power ranking. And it does so after minor players such as Finland, Ireland, 
Greece or Portugal. In this top, 17 actors are located within the European Union, while most of the extraneous actors are part of the same system of 
values (United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Switzerland, Norway, South Korea, Japan or Singapore) – for further details, see ‘The Soft Power 
30: A Global Ranking of Soft Power’, Portland – USC Center on Public Diplomacy, London, 2017 Report, available online at https://softpower30.com/
wp-content/uploads/2017/07/The-Soft-Power-30-Report-2017-Web-1.pdf (consulted 10.02.2018).

VII. Outlook and 
Recommendations

 And, thus, Europe is at a crossroads. While China is laying 

the  groundwork  for  an  ambitious  project  on  its  periphery, 

knocking gently – but determined – at the gates, the European 

Union  has  not  yet  formulated  a  clear  response.  Far  from 

professing  a  coherent  strategy,  the  EU  has  tactically  micro-

managed every faulty interaction with Beijing. It has made use 

of long existing instruments in situations that are entirely new 

and cannot be circumscribed to previous patterns, failing to 

find a systematic approach in dealing with China’s presence. 

In all matters, it is a new neighbor. Unlike any other. And it is 

here to stay.

  At the same time, the Union’s policy-building mechanisms 

have been torn apart by two irreconcilable analytic trends. 

The main lines of interpretation (a) either considered China a 

completely ‘benign’ actor and partner, welcoming its presence 

without a trace of pragmatic caution, (b) or manifested an 

over-defensive and reluctant attitude, calling for outright 

restrictions. In reality, both these visions missed to understand 

the nature of China’s quest in the Balkans. Why it was there. 

How it meant to advance. What it wished to attain. 

 First of all, the comparative dimension of China’s influence 

throughout the world is highly relevant. Just like in Central 

Asia, Africa or South America, Beijing deploys economic tools 

because it lacks pre-existing political leverage. Its soft-power 

appeal  is  still  very  limited  and  far  away  from  that of  the EU 

(or its member-states).108  Its  military  projection  capabilities 

are restricted, while its political system is not really attractive 

for other developing actors. On the other hand, China is a 

formidable economic power. And it decided to make good use 

of its accumulated wealth to ensure a vast network of friendly 

partners throughout the world. A well-spent fortune in order 

to be certain that its trading activities will go on unimpeded 

https://www.iss.europa.eu/content/balkan-corruption-china-connection
https://softpower30.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/The-Soft-Power-30-Report-2017-Web-1.pdf
https://softpower30.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/The-Soft-Power-30-Report-2017-Web-1.pdf
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and its core interests shall not be disregarded by states that 

owe it a great deal.

  When  reaching  the  EU’s  periphery  in  the  Balkans, 
China followed a more cautious approach. But ambitious, 
nonetheless. It well understood the opportunities in the non-
member states (on the path to once joining the Union) and the 
decreased market pressure in newly-fledged member states. 
But it also saw the risks in antagonizing the Union in its own 
neighborhood or in appearing as a disrupting factor. That is 
why Beijing advanced gradually, offering financing where EU-
based institutions and banks were less inclined to and being 
constantly careful not to seem a menace.

 And that is why – by proposing the 16+1 format – China is 
not actually trying to isolate the 16 states on Europe’s periphery 
and build its ‘separate’ sphere of influence, but rather to have 
a network of allies within the EU. Beijing strategically benefits 
from  a  functional,  no-barrier  EU.  Not  from  a  divided  one. 
However, it certainly wishes for close partners that would 
represent its interest at Brussels, advocating for China’s cause 
from the inside. And its objectives may not – on the long-term 
– coincide with those of the Union.

 Once all these factors are taken into account, the European 
institutions  (and member  states)  must  take  Beijing’s  Balkan 
gamble for what it really is. Neither a philanthropic gesture, 
nor a malignant power build-up. But an efficient pursue of self-
interest, devised to open up alternative corridors to China’s 
largest export market. Such a quest focuses on developing and 
maintaining inroads through a region whose loyalty is much 
easier to obtain. And cheaper. 

  Seeing this, the European Union needs to properly calibrate 
its reaction in order to get the best of both worlds: (a) a 
stable Balkan neighborhood set on the path to accession and 
compliant  with  EU  norms  and  (b)  a  co-interested  financier 
which invests in the regional infrastructure and industry, 
relieving the Union from being the only noteworthy source of 
capital. Therefore, the main challenge for the EU is to obtain 
the desired governance results and channel the Chinese capital 
in  such  a  way  that  does  not  impede  on  the  Union’s  Balkan 
policy. While also keeping Beijing interested in doing business 
in the area. 

 It must be an exercise in balancing the firm reformist 
approach  with  a  pragmatic  stance  in  maintaining  extra-EU 
actors involved. China can be a more than welcome partner 
in developing Balkan infrastructure, if European rules are 

respected. This is a region that must use any opportunity 
it has. Therefore, when experiencing China’s increasing 
influence  in  its  own  ‘backyard’,  the EU must  remember how 
limited Beijing’s political possibilities really are, seeing that it 
actively uses economic leverage only in situations pertaining 
to ‘core interests’. In all other instances, China acts in a self-
interested way – seeking to extend its foothold – but not 
aiming  to  cross  over  EU  policy.  And  that  is  why  the  Union 
(along with its member states) has to calibrate the reaction to 
such a complicated interaction in a proper manner. Neither 
should  it  allow  any  kind  of  backdoor-dealing  just  because  it 
brings capital and infrastructure, nor should it be so defensive 
that it applies counter-pressure even for projects that no one 
else  (beside  China)  is willing  to  finance.  Thus,  the  EU must 
constantly balance its reaction, tactically and strategically. 

Ø	 First of all, a comprehensive strategy must be put in 
place,  rather  than  simply  dealing with  every  project 
on  case-by-case  basis.  Respect  for  EU  rules must  be 
emphasized. And a clear set of red-lines needs to be 
established for Balkan and Chinese partners alike. For 
attaining compliance, the Union can make good use of 
its unchallengeable leverage (political, economic and 
legal). 

Ø	 In addition, it must acknowledged that significant 
inflows of Chinese no-condition-money can cripple – 
on the medium-term – the EU efforts in restructuring 
Balkan governance by permitting local elites to live 
on borrowed time and indefinitely postpone reforms. 
This is a crucial challenge that needs to be firmly 
addressed, but in such a way that does not distress 
Chinese partners which deal in a legitimate manner. 
Thus, most of the pressure needs to be focused upon 
local  power-brokers  which  are  inclined  to  skip  EU 
rules in whatever way possible only to remain in office. 
It must be shown that additional cash does not bring 
them additional legitimacy, nor increased leverage in 
negotiating with Brussels.

Ø	When dealing with China’s 16+1 format, the EU must 
be firm in showing that there is no place for divisions, 
nor for a peripheral model of regional integration. 
Chinese ‘generous’ capital cannot be an excuse for EU 
members to skip the community’s normative nexus, 
or for non-members to neglect their pre-accession 
commitments. 16+1 is a welcome development if it 
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serves in increasing China’s trade and FDI posture, in 
line with its operations in Western Europe. It can be 
a much-needed instrument for improving the (still) 
underdeveloped economic ties between China and 
CEE, equalizing them with those met  in the Union’s 
inner core. But no more than that.

Ø	As information forms the fundament of developing 
and maintaining soft-power, it is crucial for the 
European Union  to  reinforce  its  track-record  in  the 
eyes of its Balkan partners. Despite EU’s overwhelming 
involvement, other actors – such as China – often 
occupy the top places in the collective imaginary, 
leaving  the  Union  to  have  a  disproportionately  low 
impact. Therefore,  it would be necessary  for  the EU 
to run public campaigns that show its economic 
footprint in relation to all other actors in the Balkans. 
How many  new  jobs  it  created. How many  roads  it 
financed. How many scholarships it offered. Symbolic 
preeminence needs to be reestablished. 

Ø	At the same time, given the data inconsistencies 
and off-shoring distortions of China’s trade, FDI and 
infrastructural  projects,  a  public  register  should  be 
developed. The EU could use  such an  instrument  to 
monitor – and publicize – on a larger scale the actual 
level  (and  quality)  of  Beijing’s  involvement  in  the 
Balkans. How much it really invested. What the status 
of the on-going projects is. How much they cost. Their 
success or their failure to live up to the expectations. 
The modus operandi of Chinese companies for each 
project,  analyzing  and  rating  their  compliance  with 
international guidelines and best-practices.

Ø	An additional step would be for the European Union 
to step up the financing process and involve in co-
funding projects along the Chinese  investors. Roads, 
rails  and ports. Thus,  the Union would not only get 
access to the whole deal and make sure that best-
practices are followed, step-by-step, but it would also 
increase  in  visibility  and  symbolic  capital.  The  EU’s 
flag could firmly wave along the Chinese one, letting 
everyone know how deep its level of commitment is 
toward Balkan partners. And how cooperative is with 
Beijing’s connectivity project.

Ø	As regards the admission of Chinese FDI into the 
Balkan states that are members of the EU, the recently 
proposed ‘screening mechanism’ should be carefully 
implemented and – perhaps – even be extended to 
sectors that do not have direct ‘strategic’ implications. 
Extra-EU  investments  need  to  be  carefully  assessed 
in light of their social and political consequences, 
making certain that their scale and nature does not 
allow undermining the Union’s norms and values. Not 
even on a micro-level. In addition, a similar framework 
could be established with Balkan countries that are 
not yet EU members, but committed on their path to 
accession. In matters that have an impact upon the 
EU (and projects that span well into the Union), their 
inward FDI should also be evaluated.

  Therefore,  it  all  depends  on  the  European Union  and  its 
member-states to deal with China’s economic influence on 
the fringes of the continent. Maintaining a close eye on all 
Balkan developments is needed, as this is particularly sensitive 
and unstable region, but there is also a necessity to allow any 
legitimate investor to co-share EU’s burden in developing the 
modest economic status of these countries. There should be 
neither a ‘Balkan fortress’, nor a Balkan free-for-all El Dorado. 
This is not a geopolitical terra nullius, but rather a region under 
a  determined  pathway  to  EU  accession.  If  such  rules  can  be 
respected and ‘detours’ are being taken with the help of other 
actors, they are welcome.

  In this sense, the Union’s adequate reaction to an increased 
economic competition shall be the only factor that could 
remodel the Balkan dynamics. Chinese presence is limited – for 
now – but accounts for a high share of symbolic capital. The 
EU must carefully manage this situation, avoiding to frustrate 
Beijing and corner  it  into a defensive position. And  to act  in 
such a manner so as to channel the flow of Yuans in defusing 
Europe’s old ‘powder keg’, rather than force a mercantile 
dragon to light up a (much too) volatile region.
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on subjects of topical interest; expanding external outreach through partnerships with 
similar  institutions  or  organizations  in  Europe  and  the  US,  joint  policy  papers  and 
international conferences.
 
The Balkans and the Black Sea space in the immediate vicinity of Romania 
are priority areas of interest for New Strategy Center in terms of security concerns and 
emerging opportunities for bilateral and multilateral cooperation.
 
The current activities of New Strategy Center also cover such subjects as domestic 
developments in Romania as relevant for national security, military modernization and 
rational defence procurement, energy security and the promises of new technologies, 
unconventional and hybrid threats, including cyber space, and public diplomacy.
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www.newstrategycenter.ro
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